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Letters, articles, pictures, Fabergé eggs, etc. are always welcome - please send to the Editor at
the address opposite.  Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with most file formats
readable by a PC (text in ASCII, WordPro/AmiPro or  Word easiest to cope with), but if you
haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.

The Editor W ibbles...

So Then, Chairman Mike

Well, it had to happen sooner or later - Mike Burrows has finally managed to step down from his post as
BHPC Chairman, citing his inability to design bicycles all day and then spend the evening designing
HPV's as a primary factor in his decision.  Normally such an event would require the immediate compo-
sition of some E. J. Thribbular poetry, but I'm no good at it.  Sorry.

Hail To The Chief

The new Chairman of your Club is Dave Cormie.  Dave has been a great HPV enthusiast since the days
of the Brighton Aspro Challenge events before the Club was even founded, and I'm sure will make a
worthy (though quieter) successor to Mike.  We wish both of them all the best...

My Gun, My Bullet, My Foot

Doubtless you will all have read or heard about the UCI's ruling that in the near future a racing bicycle
must once more revert to being a collection of sticks joined together.  While I can have a certain amount
of sympathy with the riders; several of whom have expressed the view that cycle racing should be a
competition between athletes rather than engineers, I can't help but wonder how much difference it will
really make.  Many of the components we now take for granted - clipless pedals, indexed gears, quick-
release wheels etc. etc. - were first developed for the racers, and the fact that they made life easier for the
tourist or commuter was secondary.  The great Mercedes engineer Rudolf Uhlenhaut once said that a
company wouldn't develop anything through racing that they wouldn't have developed anyway, but rac-
ing forces the engineer to develop the product NOW!  Meanwhile, the UCI takes a collective step back-
wards on behalf of all cyclists.  Thanks guys.  If they want to remove the element of competition between
designers, perhaps they should commission an anonymous manufacturer to produce a standard racing
bicycle, which all racers would then be obliged to use.  While they're at it, they could specify steel rims,
pedals with clips and straps and maybe a double-fixed rear hub...  Aren't you glad we're not subject to the
whims of the men in blazers?

Cliché Alert...

One of the nice things about my new job is that it gives me access to a vast amount of news stories from
hundreds of publications the world over.  Another nice thing is the unlimited amount of Web surfing you
can do under the guise of "searching for information about company X", but that's beside the point.  While
hunting for items of cycling interest the other week, I came across the following:

Record Breakers Reinvent The Wheel

From The Sunday Times September 14th, 1997, by David Windle

A BRITISH company has reinvented the wheel by creating a turbine design that helps to pull a bicycle
through the air. The new wheel uses advanced composite materials developed for the aerospace indus-
try, writes David Windle.
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It has been made possible by sophisticated computer-modelling techniques, which allowed the design-
ers to manage the airflow created by the wheel’s motion. They were able to direct it to pull the rider along.
The new design will be used in three world-record attempts to be staged later this month in Wales.

Called the Bursford Turbine, it was developed by a team of engineers at the Norfolk company, Technical
Perfection. The company is headed by Bruce Bursford, designer and rider of the world-record-breaking
200mph Ultimate Bike and Tandem (featured in Innovation in August last year).

The four factors in the design that result in a claimed 10% improvement in performance over similar
composite wheels are weight, strength, stiffness and aerodynamic efficiency.

By using the same stiff, lightweight carbon-fibre epoxy laminates as in their Ultimate Bikes and by apply-
ing advanced computer-aided manufacturing techniques, the team has produced a three-spoke wheel
that is as slim and as light as possible at the rim, becoming progressively thicker in cross-section as it
nears the hub, thereby reducing the rotating mass of the wheel.  With greatly reduced weight at the rim,
it requires far less effort to make it turn.

Aerodynamic efficiency is achieved by the hollow, propeller-like blades directing the airflow away from
the rim and towards the central hub, where it assists rotation before being thrown backwards, pushing
the cycle forward and reducing drag simultaneously.  Special Kevlar and silk tyres, capable of withstand-
ing pressures of more than 250psi will be fitted as standard to the 19mm-wide turbine wheels, making
them extremely resistant to puncture and damage.

“So much of the technology and the materials we use, were developed for military and aerospace activi-
ties,” says Nicholas Larner, the team’s project manager. “We have benefited enormously from the reser-
voir of talent and expertise in these areas to apply them to our products.”  He says the turbine wheel is a
big breakthrough: “The Holy Grail of the wheel is one that is as light, stiff and as strong as possible, and
which assists the rider with forward propulsion,” he says. “Put simply, as little material as possible and,
what there is, helping rather than hindering. In the world of modern competitive cycling, saved weight
means faster times.  It has taken years, but we believe that we have created the ultimate cycle wheel that
has to be seen and tested to be believed.”

Bursford and his business partner, Cefyn Lloyd, will be doing exactly that when they attempt to break the
10km world records for solo, tandem and team times on September 24 in Merthyr Tydfil.  “We began by
pushing the bikes and their technologies to the absolute limit with world records set indoors on rollers,”
says Bursford. “We proved that under those conditions it is possible to achieve speeds of more than
200mph on both the solo and tandem machines.  Now we want to turn our attentions to road records in
case anyone has the idea that these are not practical, competition machines.”

The turbine, which can be fitted to any machine, is likely to cost about £1,200.

© Times Newspapers Ltd, 1997

I hope for their sake the UCI don't ban it before they get their money back...

And Again...

Just after I had put the above piece into this 'ere machine, I came across the piece below.  A bit of 'net-
surfing uncovered a couple of pictures too, though whether they'll be clear enough is debatable.  Anyway:

Reinventing the wheel (can’t these people find some new clichés? - Ed)

From THE FINANCIAL POST, August 16th, 1997

Calgary’s Helical Dynamics says its direct-drive bicycle is ‘the first fundamental innovation to hit the
cycling world in close to 150 years’.  An idea as simple as a child’s spinning top could soon result in the
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first major technological change to the bicycle in more than a century.  A Calgary company has begun
work on a prototype for a new generation of direct-drive bicycles, which would eliminate the need for
greasy chains or fiddly gear changers.  Unlike conventional bicycles which use a pedal, crank and chain
system to deliver power to the rear wheel, Helical Dynamics International Inc. is working on a system
which uses a spiralling bar - similar to the piston you would push down on to make a child’s top spin - to
deliver power directly to the rear wheel.  Its inventors say the device is not only simpler and less expen-
sive to manufacture on a mass basis than conventional bicycle drive systems, it can also make bicycles
go up to 115% faster using the same effort.  “What we’re talking about is the first fundamental innovation
to hit the cycling world in close to 150 years,” says Casey Bottman, president of the human-powered
division of Helical Dynamics and a well-known figure in Calgary cycling.  “The exciting thing is we’re not
just talking about bicycles,” says Bottman. “This technology can be applied to wheel chairs, golf carts,
paddle boats - basically any vehicle that is human powered.”  The little-known private company has
begun attracting a significant amount of media and investor interest since it returned this month from an
international design competition in Milan, Italy.  Helical’s prototype of its direct-drive bicycle placed sec-
ond overall in the Vision 2000 challenge, an international competition to promote new ideas in people-
powered transportation.

Interestingly, Helical’s bike finished second to another cycling innovation. A Dutch company called Urban
Solutions designed a folding bicycle which would fit snugly into the metal chassis of a vehicle. In the
event of a breakdown, or to finish off the final leg in a commute to a city centre, the bicycle could be easily
popped out of the car’s frame and ridden away.  The brain behind the helical-drive bike is Mighel Doroftei,
a 41-year-old tinkerer who has secured a dozen patents related to his system.  Doroftei has no formal
engineering training but has been involved in research and development projects with a handful of Calgary
companies for 15 years.  He admits he is not the first to conceive of a direct-drive system for bicycles but
he is convinced this idea will be the first to hit the streets on a mass basis.  Doroftei says previous ideas
have been roadblocked by people’s ingrained beliefs on how to ride a bicycle, not by any engineering
challenges.

Unlike a conventional bike, where riders sit in a
basically upright position, pedalling with their legs
straight down, a helical bike would require the rider
to sit pitched more pronouncedly forward, with
their legs kicking backwards towards the centre
of the rear wheel.  “In school they teach you 1 + 1
= 2, and you never question it. I’ve always been
the kind of person who wasn’t willing to take things
for granted,” says Doroftei, who also looks rather
unconventional with long, black hair and a work-
ing attire that consists of a tank top and jeans.
Doroftei thinks people have been pedalling in the
wrong position since the wheeled wonder was

invented. To illustrate his point, he asks you to pretend you were pushing a stalled car.  “What position
would you take to get the most force behind the car?” he asks. “Would you stand with your feet straight
down like you were pedalling a bike, or would you lean forward, with your legs pushing backwards?”  The
answer is fairly obvious.  The legs would push backwards and the body would be pitched forwards to
create a straight line.  A study conducted by the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology collaborates his
theory.  Prof. Rudy Pekau, with the college’s mechanical engineering department, compared the effec-
tiveness of the helical-bar driven system against a standard crank and chain bicycle.  In a study released
in February, Pekau found that when you combined a person’s added strength when pushing in a back-
wards motion with the efficiency of a helical-drive system, it was possible to achieve a 115% gain in
power.  While road trials have not been performed, Doroftei believes speeds in excess of 90 kilometres
per hour will be possible on future bikes, and that a person would be able to maintain a “comfortable”
speed in the range of 60 km/h.  When pedalling up a hill, the cyclist would use short, quick strokes, or
gear down with a transmission built right into the wheel’s hub.



Doroftei’s ideas are now being developed with the financial backing of a group of investors which Bottman
assembled. Bottman founded Ridley’s Cycle in the mid-1970s, one of Alberta’s best-known, high-per-
formance bike shops.  He said the company will essentially earn its income by licensing direct-drive
systems to bike manufacturers, not by manufacturing the bikes themselves. He says the company has
been receiving a great deal of interest from bicycle manufacturers, but mass-produced units are still at
least two years away. It may be possible to produce helical-driven wheel chairs, paddle boats and golf
carts sooner because they require less R&D work.  “I think we’re looking at a new technology for the new
millennium,” Bottman says.

THE FINANCIAL POST, 16th August 1997

The picture, being snaffled directly from the Web, is probably none too clear, but the pedals slide up and
down along what would be the seat stays of a standard bike.  The riding position is less extreme than, for
example, Tim Elsdale’s prone, and the prototype looks very pretty, but we all know what stops bikes from
going fast, don’t we boys and girls…

Of Races And Records

Another item of news which crossed my computer screen was that member Geoff Cooke successfully
retained his World Masters sprint title recently.  I also discovered today that in June, Bram Moens set a

new outright record for the Trondheim-Oslo race,
covering the 540 km course in 13:46:09.  Although
this was only some ten minutes quicker than the
record for an upright, the weather was less than
perfect, and the quickest upright finished a mas-
sive one and three-quarter hours behind Bram.  The
full details, courtesy of Gunnar Fehlau, can be found
elsewhere in this issue.

Not content with this, in Lelystad back in Septem-
ber Bram and Ymte Sybrandy made attempts on
the 100 km and 1 hour records respectively.  Ymte

was using the new M5 Laminair, but as far as my rather ropy understanding of the Dutch language can
ascertain, he was unable to sustain the required pace and abandoned the attempt.  Not so Mijnheer
Moens, using the older multiple record setting M5.  He covered the 100 km in 1:23:45, taking 19 seconds
off Ralph Wurtele's 1996 time.

Finally from Switzerland comes news of a new 200m rail-borne record at the Rail HPV World Champion-
ships in Laupen.  Hansueli Russenberger clocked 58.62 km/h (36.4 mph) in Team Gridelli's machine,
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Bram Moens & M5 at the start of the Trondheim-Oslo
Photo: Gunnar Fehlau

Team Gridelli's Rail HPV
Photo: Theo Schmidt, from "Info Bull"

The new M5 Laminair
Photo: from "HPV Nieuws"
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beating Katrin Ranger's 1994 record of 57.37 km/h.  Jurg Birkenstock's front-drive streamliner was fitted
with an outrigger for this event; it managed 47.2 km/h with Michael Graf as the power source.

BHPC AGM

I took copious notes at this year's AGM, perhaps in a sub-
conscious effort to make up for having not been there last
year.  Being the end of the season, Ian Sheen chose to a)
show up b) on his shiny shiny Kingcycle, which has a 26 "
(559) rear wheel and a 20" (406) front, and thus some of
the tightest clearances seen in captivity.  There was a
home-built with "Clarridge Mk. 1" painted on the side, and
Dave Richards had a tail box on the back of the Kestrel.
Pat Kinch also appeared, and proceeded to wallop all
comers in the unfaired class (especially as Dave's tail is
strictly speaking a fairing) - the final order in the main race
being I think Steve Slade - Roy MacDonald - Pat Kinch -
Dave Richards - Dave Larrington - Iain James.

Thence to business.  Mr. Secretary Steve Donaldson re-
ports that "So You Want To Build..." is now in its second
edition and is selling well world-wide.  It, or rather parts of
it,  will eventually end up on the IHPVA's Web site, i.e. if
you think this is good, send us Money and you can have
More.

Mr. Competition Secretary gNick Green says that the com-
petition schedule next year will be much the same as 1997,
of which more details in the events section.  We will not
be returning to Birmingham (to the great relief of many,
I'm sure), while Herne Hill is looking doubtful, as it's quite
expensive and the showers were cold.  Roy MacDonald
says that this was his fault...  There will also be a non-
Championship race event in the February on the Man-
chester velodrome; one shortly before Christmas having

been deemed to be, well, too close to Christmas, and  a date conflict having put paid to one in March.  Tim
Hayes has again offered to lay on some non-Championship events at Curborough.

Mrs. Touring Secretary Sherri Donaldson confessed that the touring arena had been less than perfect
this year owing to weddings, house moves and breakages of the said Touring Secretary.  The Cotswolds
tour will be on again next year, while some chap from the Shrewsbury area has offered to organise
something thereabouts as well.  Plus there should be more of the pre-race Saturday events.  More details
as and when.

Mr.Treasurer Dennis Adcock says we are OK for money, but that membership this year took a bigger
drop than usual.  There was a certain amount of discussion on how to retain members, but I can't find any
reference to what was said.  And I'm supposed to be the "journalist"...  Anyway, Mr. Editor Dave Larrington
was pleased to report that there had been Newsletters, and that more would follow at regular intervals,
especially now he's starting to get the hang of this modern technology stuff.

Thence to Chairman Mike, who commented that even as the (acceptable) face of the BHPC he was
charged to get into CycleVision in Lelystad this summer.  Clearly the time has come etc. etc.  He prom-
ised faithfully to still be around from time to time, and on an entirely unrelated note, was able to report that
Doug Milliken had told him that the IHPVA reorganisation is definitely going to happen.  Not only that, but
they have a new address etc. - see the end of this editorial for details.  Then it was time for Michael's
Prezzy Time.  In recognition of his long and sterling service to the Club, he is now the proud owner of a

Clarridge Mk. 1
Photo: Brian Dalton

Dave Richards' tail-faired Kestrel
Photo: Tina Larrington
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very small quantity of WD40, a cheap 8 mm
spanner which Steve found in the gutter years
ago, a Park Tools pizza cutter in the shape of a
bicycle, a bottle opener to remind him of the time
in Wolverhampton when we drank all the beer
that Tom Klein had brought  Mike from Germany,
and a really fab and stylish fun-fur covered card,
in memory of the seat and helmet covers fea-
tured by works Speedies and their riders in years
gone by.

Enter the new Mr. Chairman.  Dave Cormie say
that there will be no "athletes" versus "environ-
mentalists" divison in the BHPC as long as he's
got any say in the matter.  He will also wear the

publicity / press oficer hat, but is seeking volunteers to help out with this at the local level.

Any other business?  The Club shall have a librarian, and Pete Cox has volunteered to take on the role.
John Kingsbury says that the purchase of a laptop computer will be investigated and vigorously pursued,
in order to make race organising and scoring easier.  Steve Donaldson commented that a better video
camera might also be a good idea, especially for races like Hetton and Castle Combe.  The concept of
using "local experts" to organise race meeting was also briefly touched on - more of this in the "Events"
section.

Prizegiving!  The full Championship results can be found elsewhere in this issue, while the remainder of
the trophies were distributed as follows:  Roy
MacDonald's accident-prone year earned him an
honourable mention, while the sad saga of the K2
meant that John Kingsbury was in with a fighting
chance, but at the end of the day the Unfortunate
Scotsman trophy went to Nigel Sleigh in recogni-
tion of his services as a test driver by appointment
to Kingsbury the Elder.  The Menaces Tap, for bring-
ing the sport into disrepute, remains in use as a
doorstopper at 267 Tixall Road, Stafford.  Finally, it
was over to Dave Richards for the last two presen-
tations.  The Newcomers award went to Pete Cox,

while the Homebuilders was awarded to Roan Allen and the Hummingbird.  Roy MacDonald kindly sup-
plied some pictures from the presentations, but because of the dark door in the background, I can't
render them into an electronic format in any kind of worthwhile quality.  Thanks for the effort, though, Roy,
much appreciated.

At this point, my notes say "Elvis has left the building" and then stop.  So I think I should too.  A pleasant
non-denominational mid-winter festival to all.

Stop Press

Recent changes in the management of the IHPVA means that the top brass is now:

Assorted unfaired types.  Yes, that is gNick on the
Speedy.  Photo: Brian Dalton

This looks interesting - does anyone know who built it?
Photo: Tina Larrington

President:
Carole Leone, e-mail: traslo@fix.net

Executive Vice President / interim Treasurer /
Membership Director / HPV News editor:

Jean Seay, e-mail:jeans@mother.com
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It's Your Letters, It's Your Letters!
38 Thorpewood Avenue, London SE26 4BX

Dear Dave & Tina,

Please find enclosed prizegiving pics.  I hope they print OK.  Some are not as good as they should be.  I
suspect operator error.

Re Race Formats

Sorry Tina but as far as I’m concerned it’s vital to know what format to expect before race meetings.
Otherwise how do you know what to train for?  Imagine the Olympics if runners didn’t know if they would
be in a 200m sprint or a twenty mile marathon.  I train for the ½ hr. only changing for the Hetton /
Darlington weekend.  I stopped training for the 1km after breaking the bike a couple of times because of
the strain sprint starts put on the bike.  I think the different types of circuit provide enough variety.

Also result comparison is useful for bike evaluation, reliability and speed.  I chose my first bike (a Kingcycle)
that way.  The other thing about short races is that it’s the same warn-up for 1 lap as 20.

It could be interesting to have more than 1 points race per meeting, as Hetton / Darlington.  Do you go flat
out in the first race or save something extra for the second?  I do think we should run more races per
meeting to make it more spectator-friendly, but by running smaller fields.  With fewer people on a small
track it should be safer, and easier to follow for the spectators.

I suppose I’m saying I enjoyed this year’s race program and would like a similar one next year.

Roy MacDonald

P.S. Please print the Lancaster speeds; the weather conditions were unusual with everyone going up the
hill faster than they went down.

There is also a new postal address:
IHPVA
1308 Broad Street #72
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
USA
Phone/fax: +805-466-8010  E-mail: ihpva@ihpva.org

Stop Press 2

Jonathan Woolrich has mislaid his heart rate
monitor.  He is unsure whether it’s buried some-
where in the vast network of bike sheds which
conspire to prop up his bathroom or whether it
went walkies at a race meeting.  If the latter is
the case, and you happen to know its wherea-
bouts, please contact him at: 31 Hummer Road,
Egham, Surrey, TW20 9BW.  Home phone: 01784
436796.  It also gives me an excellent excuse to
include this photo of a transporter bike which
Jonathan spotted while on holiday in Mexico ear-
lier this year.
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As requested, the Lancaster race speeds.  These are based on a lap distance of 1500m, which is what
I've a) read in BCQ and b) been told by Pete Cox.  I'm still not convinced about the speeds, though...

Lancaster - Slow Race
Position Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH

1 25 Tim Hayes Ross Low U 16 34 48 41.4 25.7
2 66 Dennis Adcock Faired 1 F 16 35 02 41.1 25.5
3 99b Neil Coles Ross XLR Festina U 16 35 51 40.2 25.0
4 83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski U/L 16 35 51 40.2 25.0
5 5b Dennis Turner Aerobike Sprint U 16 36 28 39.5 24.5
6 98 Robert Turner Aerobike Sprint U 16 36 44 39.2 24.4
7 2b Dave Harwood Windcheetah U/M 16 36 47 39.1 24.3
8 4 Anne Coulson Kingcycle U/L 15 35 34 38.0 23.6
9 77 Jon Coulson Windcheetah U/M 15 36 10 37.3 23.2
10 67 Tim Clarkson Trice U/M 14 35 56 35.1 21.8
11 0 Chris Cox Windcheetah U/M 14 36 05 34.9 21.7
12 8b Ronald Dewhirst Trice U/M 14 36 47 34.3 21.3
13 90 Kevin Doran White Knight A/U/M 12 35 04 30.8 19.1

Lancaster - Fast Race
Position Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH

1 92 Steve Donaldson Wasp II F 21 33 29 56.4 35.1
2 11 Steve Slade Wasp II F 21 33 59 55.6 34.6
3 17 Jonathan Woolrich Oscar II F 21 34 11 55.3 34.4
4 55 Roy MacDonald Wasp II F 21 34 20 55.0 34.2
5 76 Nigel Leaper Low F 20 33 39 53.5 33.2
6 94 Dave Richards Kestrel U 19 35 10 48.6 30.2
7 36 Ian Chattington Ross XLR Festina U 18 34 37 46.8 29.1
8 44 gNick Green Peter Ilich U 17 34 38 44.2 27.5
9 121 Nigel Sleigh Wasp II F 16 33 27 43.0 26.8
10 24 Sherri Donaldson Kingcycle F/L 16 33 51 42.5 26.4
11 22 Paul London Kingcycle F 16 33 51 42.5 26.4
12 2b Dave Harwood Windcheetah U/M 16 33 55 42.5 26.4
13 14 Pete Cox Lune Low Tide U 16 34 08 42.2 26.2

Since my letter re race formats was published I had several people come forward and wholeheartedly
support my expressed views...at least two have promised to send something in to add to the discussion.
Sadly so far nothing has arrived - I suppose because they are still thinking hard about what we can do at
race meetings to add a little flavour...(or should I be trendy here and say Spice?).

Anyway as Roy’s letter shows there are other views as well...

I would like to respond to your letter directly, if you don’t mind, Roy...

1. “It’s vital to know what format to expect before race meetings.  Otherwise how  do you know what to
train for?”

We don’t know what to expect now.  As Nick rarely had time to complete a warm up lap because he was
hard pressed to organisate he seemed to come up with the half-hour format on the spur of the moment.
Also on the spur of the moment it was decided that we should run an hour race at Castle Combe which -
let’s face it - nobody expected.  I did say that it should be possible to come up with some sort of timetable
and programme beforehand (which can be published in the Newsletter) - if that is being done it will be
known beforehand what will be going on and therefore everybody can prepare for the race to their hearts’
content.

2. “Imagine the Olympics if runners didn’t know if they would be in a 200m sprint or a twenty mile
marathon.”

At least these runners have a choice to specialise in their chosen talent.  It’s not as if they’re forced to run
in something they’re no good at.  At the present time we have no comparable choice.  OK, I’m not forced
to take part in the races either, but I want to.  In general I do enjoy it as a social event more than as a
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competitive one.  I do not specifically train for an event (and neither, I suspect, do most other people), but
yes, I do take it seriously.  All in all I prefer a bit of variety and friendly competition.  Anyway even if the
race formats stay as they are why shouldn’t we run some other events on the same day as well?  And the
“fun” races have undoubtedly been a repeat of the “serious” races.

3. “Result comparison is useful for bike evaluation [...]”

I don’t think that this would change.  You can still compare sprint results or 1h/30 minutes results on
certain tracks to similar results achieved elsewhere either on a race to race or year to year basis.

4. “It could be interesting to have more than 1 points race per meeting [...].  Do you go flat out in the first
race or save something extra for the second?”

I agree, even though I have to admit I didn’t think as far as to employ tactics, but then I’ve never run at the
front, so maybe that’s it...

5. “[...] we should run more races [...], but by running smaller fields.  [...] it should be safer [...]”

I don’t know about this one.  While I did say that I would prefer to run more races I am doubtful as to
whether it would bring either more fun or safety for the riders.  I very rarely find anyone I can race with so
by reducing the field it is even more unlikely that I will have someone to play with.  The field will split up
and everybody will more or less go round on their own.  We might as well race against the clock with no-
one else on the track.  Anyway, with regard to safety - two points: One - in my experience people try to
stay well clear of other riders lapping them.  Two - everyone’s tr/bike has got brakes – one can always use
them if a dodgy situation arises.

I’m awfully sorry that I’m disagreeing with you on so many points you’ve raised - thanks a lot for your
thoughts on the subject though and for sending the letter in - it is much appreciated...

Regards, Tina

PS:  Hello everybody!  More discussion on the subject please!  But be warned – please do not come up
with the Formula One metaphor, i.e.  “they always run the same races at the same tracks” - we had this
one before and as we noted Formula One drivers have new equipment to play with every year and
millions of changes to the rules, set-up, even the tracks themselves if they invent yet another silly chi-
cane.  Mr. Dave The Editor however has been running his Kingcycle in races for 8 years (N.B.  Like the
proverbial axe of my grandfather, there is little of the original left – Ed.).  (Dear Mr. Ex-Editor: This is a
subtle hint - what are you doing with your scrap generation program (the not-Nigel-proof K2’s)? - I’m sure
they’ll find a good home in Walthamstow!)

Newsletter Editorial Team Oct 97
BHPC Newsletter

Greetings

Having rigorously exercised a Kingcycle (any offers?) and a Trice (now towing Yak
shopping rig) the next move in the quest for the Holy Grail of the optimum practical
cycling machine was a LWB ‘bent and the one with its seat nearest the tarmac was
seen in RCN #37 - in the form of the Pursuit from Rotator Bicycles of Santa Rosa -
near San Francisco airport.

Given the understandable emphasis on serious competitive machinery in this august
publication, it is necessary to affirm immediately that development of this ‘bent, in
common with similar equipment, has occurred in conjunction with successfully ag-
gressive behaviour towards its peers in the US and overseas; as some of you must be
aware.  A frame and front fairing via UPS was completed with a mixture of local pur-
chases (discounted slightly to a retired member of the trade - Mafia style) and canni-
balised items from other machinery.

ASS displays dramatic castor action, but when this is absorbed by normal reflexes,
one starts to enjoy the glide quality generated by slight frame resilience, arising from
the 66in WB between a pair of high pressure 406’s. Neat low speed turns are not its
best feature and the real action starts through very fast downhill curves, when the
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difference between LWB and SWB steering becomes apparent. The inducement to lean into bends flat
out is not to be resisted, with or without a couple of full bags on the rack, due to the low CoG. In fact cargo
is irrelevant until you have to drop a cog or two for a bank.

Intermediate gearing using a six speed block,
whose inside sprocket drives usual seven speed
freewheel in rear (thus five ‘chainwheels’) delivers
35 ratios promptly selected by a pair of indexed
controls.  Naturally a wide range is available to taste,
adjusted by switching cogs on the easily removed
midway block. From 25 to over 200ins., believe it
or not, using standard rings and sprockets - but not
both in the same setup! Seat is adjustable for a
comparatively wide range of leg length and tilt and
is as good if not better than any used to date. Typi-
cally, as a senior citizen, a Halfords seat cover fine
tunes my own level of  comfort.

Steve Delaire declares and I agree, that reduction of SWB jolt by LWB ride geometry, saves energy.
Certainly I have a bit more in reserve after a long run than on anything else I’ve tried in six decades.
Although the setup encourages a relaxed perambulation, when tearaways on ATB’s cruising their own bit
of turf appear in the mirror, a combination of firm wide seat back and fast revving small wheels has the
effect of making their eyes water in very short order.

His other assertion that resistance to air flow is only 75% of that experienced by the upright rider, when
using both front and rear fairings, was substantially indicated using only the front screen in comparison to
the Sunday morning gang on road bikes freewheeling down a long incline. The final claim is correction of
side gusts on the front fairing in brisk conditions due to the castor effect and again I found that I was better
off than being up there on an upright, due to the low level. This ‘bent and the Trice, as when putting you
below the hedge line out of town, also minimises cross winds at any time. The Trice of course is totally
impervious to anything but a West Indies style hurricane.

Total outlay was just over £1500 of which around £350 covers UK end for budget bits.  Items as imported
above attract only about 5% duty as ‘cycle parts’ - as opposed to 15% plus on a complete machine - to
which is added VAT on the grand total; including airfreight, whether paid in US or not.  Nevertheless,
comparison with local competition for LWB faired ‘bents is very favourable and I am well pleased with the
results to the extent that the bike and I are sleeping together – purely for reasons of security - but now the
other bikes won’t speak to me.  Finally, well fixed Members of the Club might consider the Interceptor
version of Pursuit, with natural gold Kevlar fairings and Aerospoke wheels - I didn’t like to ask how much.

Fraternally as ever

Hugh Haines,
22 Maningford Drive, Moorside,
Sunderland SR3 2RA
0191 528 3122

The “Jumbled Thoughts” of Mike Weaver

Dear Dave,

I am at the jumbled thoughts stage of planning Mikew 5, and I am in need of help from BHPC members
to clarify said jumbled thoughts.

Mikew 5 is to be a replica / variation of Nigel Leaper’s NOTSO – occasionally campaigned by Nigel
Sleigh.  It will therefore require front wheel drive.  That is my difficulty – FRONT WHEEL DRIVE, or to be



less jumbled, should FWD have positive or negative trail?

Positive or negative trail; I understand the need for positive trail with an RWD machine, the rear wheel is
doing the pushing and the front wheel is pushed, just as the tea trolley / supermarket trolley wheel is
pushed.  The front wheel maintains a stable straight-ahead position due to trail (the front tyre contact
patch being behind the steering axis at ground level) unless disturbed by steering input from the handle-
bars.

When I look at FWD I can’t help thinking that since the front wheel is pulling, the front tyre contact patch
should be in front of the steering axis to maintain front wheel straight-ahead stability.  Now comes my
dilemma; when we stop pedalling we revert to the RWD situation at the front wheel, i.e. tyre drag (rolling
resistance) will act in a rearward direction.  Now if I understand this correctly, we have a highly unstable
condition, and if the front wheel is anything but straight ahead it will be pushed round 180 degrees to the
(normal) positive trail condition.  Try this with the supermarket / tea trolley, push it forward and then pull it
backwards and watch the wheel spin  around to take up the positive trail.  (I’m getting a feeling of déjà vu
– has JK written this up before?).  This all leads me to the conclusion that FWD is highly unstable /
unridable due to the trail requirements for power-on / power-off being exactly opposite.  This, of course,
is complete RUBBISH, since some of our more successful racers are FWD.

RUBBISH – yes, Sun Machine / Kestrel series by Dave Richards, Traction Avant by Ken Brown and
Tchaikovski and Wasp by Kingsbury and Son all manage to get around the various circuits effectively.
What is even more surprising is that my observations seem to indicate that Kestrel has about 25 mm of
trail combined with a small negative head angle.  The Tchaikovski (gNick’s, I would think – Ed.) I looked
at had a vertical head angle and no trail, the Traction Avant 2 a “normal” head angle and about 50 mm of
negative trail and the Wasp appears similar to Traction Avant 2.

HELP, can anyone (mathematician perhaps) tell me which is the best setup, or is it the old story – man
can adapt to ride anything apart from RWS bikes.

Front suspension for FWD.  JK seems to be having a lot of fun with this one.  I am toying with 2 schemes.

1. I call the “trailing beam”.

13
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2. Leading link.

Leading link is lighter, but requires the use of hub gears because the chain line must run through the
centre line of the link pivot.  The varying diameters of derailleur sprockets would produce a chain line that
varied and could produce a jacking or diving effect on the suspension.  The pivots could be rubber
bushes in torsion, as used by the Greaves motorcycles of the 1960’s, I seem to remember that these
same bushes also provided the springing.  If the links are extended back towards the rim and the calliper
or U-brake mounted on it, it would provide anti-dive, although this would have to be controlled with a stop.
JK and Jonathan Woolrich both appear to favour leading link systems.

Since I don’t have any machining facilities it may be some time before I build front suspension.

Have fun

Mike Weaver
36 Lymister Avenue
Rotherham
South Yorkshire
S60 3DD

Trondheim-Oslo

Words & Pictures by Gunnar Fehlau

It’s A Hard Way To Set A Record

Why the conventional bike record survived three attempts to be broken by HPV’s and how the old mark
fell this summer! A short story about the “hell-ride” of Bram Moens in Norway...

“Trondheim-Oslo - the great trial of strength” is the most popular bicycle long distance ride in Europe. It
takes place on a weekend around the midsummer night each June. Between 2000 and 5000 people take
part. You have to cover 540 kilometres including a climb up to 1000 meters from sea level (Trondheim)
and a whole bunch of small, stiff and damn’ hard hills in the final 140 kilometres. To make a weather
forecast for the ride is almost impossible for this region of northern Europe and at this time of the year.



The summer had not yet arrived in Norway when
the cyclists clicked into their pedals and started spin-
ning their cranks for the first time ... and thousand
of spins will follow in the next 42 hours (time limit).
This summer the race reached its 31st edition. And
no fewer than three people finished every year since
1967 when the first ride took place with 101 partici-
pants including women!

Soon after this ride had been founded the sports-
men start to make a serious race out of it! A “record
pulije” (group) was arranged with a supporting serv-

ice car and a police escort. There are 10 service points on the trial with food, drinks, sleeping facilities and
technical support. However, the really tuff guys will stay on the bike for the whole ride and get service
from private escort cars or motorbikes. Gilbert Claus, ex-race professional from Switzerland, did so in
1990 when he took part for the first time. He set a new record by riding on his own for the last 180
kilometres. Hard to believe, that the timing car with a “running” clock on the top (riding next the leading
cyclist) passed the finish line after 13.54.11 hours: an incredible average speed of 38 km/h! In the same
year Martin Sörensen from Germany took part for the second time on a recumbent and for the first time
with a spandex fairing (like a Lightning F-40), but he arrived after the winner. Martin told us later about the
very aggressive behaviour of the upright racers. They threw bottles at him and tried to knock him off the
road when he passed a pace line/peloton/group. He was of the opinion that the trial is ideal for a HPV and
the cyclist on a good HPV does not need to be in extraordinary shape to set a record.

Bram’s First Attempt

In 1991 my brother Axel, current 1000 km HPV record holder, and I took part for the first time, while Bram
entered the record group. Leading the race for the first 450 km, he suffered problems “in the stomach-
area” and failed. But Guido van de Broick of Belgium rode an unfaired M5 recumbent without even wheel
discs to a time of 15.30 hour (average speed 35,5 km/h). My brother arrived five quarters of an hour later
riding an Aeroproject L1.

Martin Is Back!

Martin Sörensen used his brand new “Bumble Bike” fairing for the race. Race officials still remembered
the showdown with Bram the year before and forbade the participation of an HPV in the record group,  so
he started an hour later. Covering 50 kilometres in the first hour he reached a higher average speed than
the record group. Talking to Martin after the race he told us that starting an hour after the record group is
a pity because you have to overtake almost 1500 cyclists in order to get the road to yourself.  Reaching
an uphill with a big group ahead of you the fully
faired bent had to re-
duce speed and the
mass of service, pri-
vate escort cars and
the ordinary traffic
makes overtaking
risky. Unfortunately
Martin got a flat while
climbing and had to
wait 15 minutes for
his support car. A
couple of kilometres
later strong wind blew
him off the road....
this attempt failed!

15
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The next year my brother rode the Canard-fairing
up to Norway and did the race. He had technical
problems; the rear derailleur broke. The race offi-
cials noticed that Axel was only a few minutes
slower than the record folks so it took only 45 min-
utes before the official service came...

The first attempt failed because of nutrition, the wind
blew the second attempt off the road and the third
was eliminated by technical problems. So the HPV
should set the record...

And Finally…

Bram Moens, Derk Thijs, John Poot, Paul de Weert
(Antwerp, Belgium), Ymte Sijbrandij and Hans van
Vugt try to enter the record group but finally start
10 minutes later. Bram used a current production
bent built by his own company, M5, equipped with
a carbon full fairing weighing 22 kilograms alto-
gether. It took him 40 kilometres to catch the record
group and he kept up with the uprights uphill to the
highest point of the race. Then the aerodynamic
advantage of the faired low racer showed its po-
tential and Bram got faster and faster. After a few
attacks and attempts to keep up with the HPV the
uprights gave up, and Bram and the “timing-car”
rode away. The people next to the road and the
folk in the “timing-car” became enthusiastic while

recognising the speed Bram reached - no matter if he was on the flat, up- or downhill! The headwind
increased a lot around Dombas (km 210) and rain started after reaching Lillehammer (km 360). Bram
reached the finish line in 13:46:08 hours - about ten minutes faster than a conventional bike ever man-
aged. But to notice what Bram really did this year you have to compare the time with the fastest upright of
this year: Roar Skalstad and Ale Pedersen need 15:33:21-1:45 hours more than the low flying Dutch-
man.

The race officials did not accept the record, and founded a new class “Liggesykkel Menn” (recumbent
man). But everyone taking part in the great trial of strength this year knew who had been the fastest, no
matter if the officials ignore Bram’s performance!

An extremely cool dude...
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The pictures below appeared in the October / November issue of "Detail" - a German architecture magazine,
as did the accompanying text before Tina translated it.  There are some idiots around, aren't there?

Umbrella Roof for Bicycles

Riding your bicycle while it’s raining inevitably leads
to wet clothing or reduced visibility and manoeu-
vrability, even if you are trying to balance an um-
brella or wearing some sort of protective clothing.
An invention by French architect Andre Perret could
counteract this. The patented construction is built
out of an elastic tube frame, which is passed
through the hollow seam of a fabric plane which
then spans above the rider. The two ends of the
tubes are supported by adjustable joints which are
located near the back forks. Two thin ropes at the

spoonlike front part of the roof stress the fabric. They are fixed at the top of the handlebar stem to avoid
interfering with the steering. The vertical back part of the roof is so narrow that neither wind resistance
nor reduced view is a problem. The wide horizontal part stretches beyond the front wheel thereby pro-
tecting the rider not only from rain but also from heat - which is of equal importance in hot regions. The
coloured or reflective roof also improves visibility of the rider in bad weather conditions or at night. After
several trial prototypes the final version for the planned serial production will be developed in co-opera-
tion with a well known manufacturer of fabric roofs. Once completed it will then be possible to put up and
attach the roof in a short time and it will be as simple to dismantle it afterwards and put it into a little carrier
bag. (more like into a little rubbish bag - from the pictures it is very obvious that the roof cannot fulfil its
main requirement, i.e. protecting the rider from rain. Did the guy ever ride a bike? Are there no cross-
winds in France? Form follows function? I think not! – Translator)

Function follows form, more like, at a distance likely to lead to exclusion under the 107% rule – Ed.

Events '98

At the time of the AGM, gNick almost had the program for next year sorted out.  However, since then
we've discovered that the proposed March event in Manchester has had to be called off, as has the
Scottish weekend - we were unable to get the Ingliston track.  In place of the latter, gNick has laid
provisional plans for some kind of touring event to take place not a million miles from the Old Crown,
Hesket Newmarket, Cumbria - though riding across the Pennines from County Durham to get there will
be at your discretion...  So the current domestic calendar is:

February 8th Manchester velodrome (non-Championship)
April 5th Eastway
May 3rd-5th Isle of Wight
June 6th Hetton Lyons
June 7th Darlington
July 12th Hayes
July 31st - August 2nd Lancaster
September 20th Curborough
October 18th AGM, Eastway

There will be a Championship race at Castle Combe, but the date has yet to be determined, as do those
for the non-Championship events at Curborough; and I'm not sure of  the dates of the Championship
events in Lancaster and the Isle of Wight.  Herne Hill remains uncertain at the time of writing.  In addition,
the following events in the land of Abroad have come to your Editor's attention:
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May 14th - 18th International Waterbike Regatta, Delft - see above
June 6th - 7th Cycle Vision '98, Lelystad - see also above
August 5th - 9th European Championships, Roskilde, Denmark - see centre pages

With regard to the "book your ferry tickets in Denmark" scam mentioned in the previous issue, Ian Hague
says that Scandiwegian Seaways are now wise to this ruse, and therefore it is unlikely to work.  Blast!  If
anyone is planning to put a team together for the 6 hour race in Lelystad, entries have to be in by March
15th 1998, while for the remainder of the event the closing date isn't until May.  Full details available from
the Editor.

Race Organisation

There was some small amount of discussion on this matter at the AGM, in part prompted by Mrs. Editor's
item in the last Newsletter.  Anyway, to cut a long story short:

a: Iain James has volunteered to act as Assistant Race Organisator, as it is not realistic to expect gNick
to attend every race meeting.

b: Following the problems encountered by the inexperienced "volunteer" lap-scorers at Castle Combe,
Kevin? Karl? Jenkins - Anna's partner, anyway - has produced a lap-scoring program, which was
tried out at the AGM meeting, and which apparently can be easily operated by two or three people -
one to press the buttons and the other(s) to keep an eye out for the numbers.  It will also keep track
of lap times.  Couple this with JK's proposal that the Club purchases a laptop PC, it might well be that
we can process results without having to go home first, which would also benefit anyone who fancies
organising a handicap race or similar.

c: The concept of more variety at the individual meetings.  Elsewhere in this issue can be found Roy
MacDonald's feelings on the subject.  In contrast, several people have told us that they are in favour
of a variety of events.  To this end, we propose the following timetable for the opening Eastway
meeting of next year:

10:00 Doors open, commence registration, number allocation, machine prodding  etc. PLUS... timed,
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I would like to thank you, and all the members for their help and support, especially those that replied to
my questionnaire.  They are copies of the drawings for my open university project.
Yours, Arthur Weller

You may remember, dear reader, Arthur Weller's request for information to assist in his Open University
project, published in Issue 49.  Well...

standing-start,  single laps.

12:00 First scratch race - 1/2 hour plus one lap for
those deemed to be in the "slow" group.

12:45 Second scratch race - as above but for the "fast"
group.

13:15 LUNCH!!!

14:45 The new, improved, all-singing, all dancing FUN
RACE.  We haven't yet decided on the exact
format yet, but it won't be just another scratch
race...

That's enough on the subject of races for the moment.
Issue 52 should be out by the time the Isle of Wight
event takes place, so in the meantime I will now do
something I should have done this time last year, namely
print the location of Eastway in graphical form: Eastway

circuit

Spitalfields
market
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World HPV Championships 1997
or

International Pan-Fighting, from Köln
Pictures by Me unless otherwise stated…

Introductory Bit

Well, I don’t know about the rest of the Brits, but I spent the week before the 1997 World Championships
training harder than I’ve ever done before.  OK, I didn’t really.  Actually, I spent most of it fighting off a
heavy cold, mainly by loafing around in the sun and drinking all the in-laws’ alcohol that wasn’t nailed
down.  Fortunately, by July 26th I had recovered sufficiently to make the relatively short journey up to Köln
– it would only have been about an hour and a half if I hadn’t got lost…  Oh well.

Saturday July 26th

I arrive at the Championship base, at the rowing
strip on the northern outskirts of the city.  This bit of
town can best be described as “Dagenham-am-
Rhein” due to the presence of Ford factories eve-
rywhere.  I later heard that Ford wanted to sponsor
the Championships, which cost in the region of
20,000 DM, but the German HPV club had to turn
them down; due to their membership’s tendency
towards all things Green (they are much less race-
oriented than, say, the Dutch or the Brits), they
feared that they would lose some 25% of their mem-
bership.  Anyway, I dig the bike out from the sur-
rounding debris in the back of the car and head
into the city centre, so that I can register, watch the
drags, find the other Brits etc. etc.

HPV neologisms continue to be coined.  This year’s, courtesy of I know not who, is the
verb “to financiate”, meaning to raise the money to pay for something…

Having visited most of the Ford factories in the vi-
cinity, I finally locate the Kölner Dom (not difficult,
as it’s the biggest building in town), and find a horde
of HPV’ers in the Roncalliplatz next door.  It’s not
difficult to locate Sherri – just follow the loudest
shouts of encouragement…  Shoot the breeze with
Steve and Sherri, the Tweddles and Geoff Bird &
Fiona Grove - Geoff having come to manage Der-
rick and Fiona, presumably, to try to “manage”
Geoff...  Also present is Andy Harrington, who will
be using Sherri’s Kingcycle for the duration.  I man-
aged to miss the Ladies’ competition entirely, but

witnessed Derrick knocking out last year’s champion Koen Koevoets.  He doesn’t get much further,
however, and the final winner is Swiss rider Michael Graf, from Dirk Heinze and his Dalli and the Ostrad-
mounted Frank Schwamb.  The Ladies’ prize goes to Ulrike Holst, from Rosmarie Bühler, with Sherri
third.  After the prize-giving it’s back to base for setting up tents, Beer, Sausages etc.

The camping area is home to both HPV’ers and ducks.  On the morning after a barbie
happens somewhere down near the region occupied by many of the Dutch posse,
there appear to be rather fewer…  Incidentally, do the riders (drivers? captains?

Pashley PDQ, Kölner Dom & Fiona
Photo: Geoff Bird

Dalli low racer
Photo: Geoff Bird
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helmsmen?) of human-powered watercraft worry about ducks on the course the same
way that us land-bound types worry about dogs?

Sunday July 27th

To the velodrome.  The route has
been carefully signposted by the
Organisators, but you can’t be too
careful, so while Steve and Sherri
take their van down there, Andy
and I join the convoy of hardy
types riding down, guided by
Organisatrix Nicole Schön.  A
moment of low comedy could
have ensued when our guide re-
alised that we had left without her
father, on his upright bike –
“Nicole!  Papa!”.  However, they
don’t have that advert in Ger-
many…  Anyway, the velodrome
is Dead Good, being a 250 m
wooden track, with the centre
open but the track itself covered,
and all mod cons – even a built-in compressor for
inflating tyres.  As most of the machines at the drags
were unfaired, this is our first chance to get a good
look at the streamliners, though this isn’t to say that
there isn’t some interesting un/part faired stuff
around too.  My personal favourite is the bike built
by Clemens Bucher.  At first sight it looks like a
run-of-the-mill full suspension SWB job, but look
again and you’ll notice that there’s no apparent
transmission!  It’s all inside – either the carbon-fi-
bre main frame or the aluminium box-section rear
swinging arm (with cantilever rear wheel).  Some-
how he’s managed to fit 21 gears in there, though
I’m not sure how.  Another neat machine, or rather
pair of machines, are those ridden by Walter Zorn
and his mate, who is probably Jörg Wendebourg.  These are full suspension touring low bikes, with huge
tyres and many useful accessories – mirrors, compasses, thermometers etc.  Walter is building a new
race bike, but it wasn’t finished in time, hence he was only spectating (though Jörg raced), but the pair of
them rode 500 miles to the Championships, which is a bit keen.

An Organisator is doing quite a good job of Organisating everyone, in two languages.
When he starts his spiel in English, it is prefaced by the words “I shall say zis only
vonce”.  The Brits are convulsed…

The Championships sports a semi-faired class – you can have a nose or tail fairing (which doesn’t have
to be a functional luggage carrier) but not both.  There are numerous examples of tail-faired low bikes,
the hardest of which must surely be that of Peter Groeneveld.  He’s sold his ultra-light front driver to
Sacha Knoop and built a new rear drive machine – 7 kg including tail fairing.  Sacha is racing the unfaired
machine this year, having installed a more powerful engine into the Meringue – all six and a half feet and
sixteen stone of Ymte Sybrandy.  There’s not much new in the way of fully-faired machines this year,
though Jürg Birkenstock’s Swiss Cheese-coloured machine has acquired a pink brother, ridden by Walter
Berger.  Sergei Dashevski is present once again, this time with a faired bike rather than his old trike.  I
think the bike inside is the one he rode unfaired in the crit last year, as although the Dutch club have

Clemens Bucher's low-maintenance machine

As used by Walter Zorn & friend...
Photo: Geoff Bird
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adopted him and have clubbed
together to build him a new bike,
the one he is riding seems to have
little in the way of recognisably
Western components on board.
There’s a few examples of the
new C-Alleweder in evidence,
though only one is to be found
racing – also in the hands of
Ymte.  Dirk Hentschel’s Magic
Scooter is here, as is Thomas
Klein’s BumbleBike, now with its
rear wheel “fin” removed to ac-
commodate a low bike.  There’s
also a smooth fully-faired
AeroProject for Rainer Leroy, and

a handsome carbon/kevlar faired device from Swede Henry Riedel.  Once again we have a fully-faired
machine from North America, and once again it’s Quebecois Robert Lafleur.  He’s raised the fairing of his
bike a couple of inches, which has slowed it down a bit, but allows him to lean much further over on the
flat half-mile ovals commonly used for racing over there.  And, of course, there’s Laurent Chapuis and
Nilgo, hotly tipped to win just about everything…

No arguments – the C-Alleweder really is a practical machine.  I think Ymte raced his
with a liberal quantity of banana skins, Coke cans and old bike parts rolling around on
the floor.

Anyway, to the racing.  A few people fall over at the
start, and none more dramatically so than Sherri,
who manages to turn her rear wheel into some-
thing shaped not unlike a potato crisp, break the
Q/R skewer and bend the dropout.  Fortunately,
they have the “touring” wheel with them, and its big
nobbly tyre is rapidly replaced by a very nice skinny
slick, courtesy of all-round good bloke Dirk Heinze.
And people raced round the track.  In order to pre-
vent this article from being both even longer and
even more boring, I don’t propose to list results in
the text; interested parties can refer to the sum-
mary elsewhere, while very interested parties can
find the full monty on various Web sites and if all
else fails, from me (SAE please…).  Worthy of a

mention are Peter Groeneveld and his legs, which power his semi-faired bike to an overall third place,
while to no-one’s great surprise, Laurent and Nilgo walk away with the win, nearly two seconds ahead of
runner-up Ymte. In order to fill in time, there was a Devil, for anyone except fully-faired types, though we
were allowed to play after removing our Bags.  I got through to the semi-final after a desperate last-lap
charge at the expense of Robert Schweier’s front-faired bike, before being obliterated by the Dutch Low
Racing Army. Steve made it to the final and bagged third place.  I neglected to note who won, and it’s not
in the results anywhere, but he was definitely Dutch.  The day, if I remember rightly, was finished off with
the 500 m standing start race for scooters, in which Ulrich Trojer’s large-wheeled example triumphed
over Clemens Bucher’s more conventional version, and the second lap was run in the opposite direction.
We return to base, try the new Pashley PDQ, and spend a while chatting with Mrs. & Mr. Sharon Scott,
who are here spectating briefly prior to visiting the odd Dutch manufacturer on the way home.

Walter Ising, whom long-term readers will recall as “Number One” from the 1992
Europeans in Munich, is here as a spectator.  I don’t think he heard Derrick claiming “I
am Number One” in reference to his racing number, which is probably just as well…

Left: Sergei Dashevski, bike and fan club
Right: Robert Lafleur's machine
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Monday July 28th

Back to the velodrome for the 4000 m event.  Is it a
pursuit?  Yes.  No, it’s a time trial, run with two start-
ers on the track.  Us fully-faired types don’t get there
until fairly late, just in time to miss Andy.  Sorry.
The morning session is taken up mainly with
unfaired vehicles and the odd Alleweder, but around
lunchtime faster machinery starts taking to the track.
By 13:30, the best time has been set by Peter
Bruggen - 4:42.20 - in what looks suspiciously like
the old Sweet Surprise. Sherri has clocked a
5:58.67; for a while it seemed as though her oppo-
nent would finish ahead, but the aerodynamics told,
and Derrick (for it was he), finished five seconds
down.  Being a Very Parfait Gentleman, he then went up to the top of the banking in order to let Sherri
catch up, so they could leave the track together.  Sadly, gravity had its way, and the unfortunate Twedd
slid all the way down again, removing a large area of skin from his arm.  Doh!  Meanwhile, Sacha Knoop
is roundly thrashed by Liet Heringa, to his eternal embarrassment.  Liet’s time, however, was only good
enough for third in her class; the winner being Nicole Schön in a foam-faired streamliner – the one with
100 mm cranks.  I know she’s only little, but those are ridiculous!  Into the afternoon, the faster machines
and the Editor start to line up.  Henry Riedel does a 4:41, encouraged by the Scandinavians in the crowd
all chanting “Olaf!  Olaf!”.  I don’t know why.  Steve, meanwhile, optimistically claims to be aiming for a
sub-four minute time.  He doesn’t get one, however; paired against Robert Lafleur, he manages 4:17.27
against his opponent’s 4:04.32.  At this point the fastest time has been set by Walter Berger, in the pink
Cheese, and then there’s a pause while the fastest of the semi-faired competitors have their turn, and
Andy returns from town with his girlfriend Christina.

One of said semi-faired competitors is Anne van der Bom.  We are chatting with Robert
Lafleur, while behind us Anne is warming up on a turbo trainer.  Suddenly there is a
loud bang, and we all leap into the air while being showered with shards of plastic.  The
trainer’s fan has exploded…

Undeterred by the above mishap, Anne takes to
the track against Peter Groeneveld.  Four minutes
and thirty-five seconds later it’s all over, and that
was Anne’s time, which was good enough only for
third; the mighty Groeneveld thighs get Peter round
ten seconds quicker.  Mummy and Daddy
Groeneveld are spectating, and are suitably
pleased.  Next, Jürg Birkenstock takes on Dirk
Hentschel; quickest time of the day for the Swiss
rider.  The final race of the afternoon is expected to
be the quickest, though, pairing as it does Laurent
in the Nilgo and Ymte in the Meringue.  Ymte has
elected to run without the top on, in order to place
the bike with some degree of confidence on the
banking, but in spite of this he’s marginally ahead
after four? five? laps or so.  At which point there is
a loud explosion – travelling at around 40 mph and
pulling 1.2g in the curves, Nilgo’s front tyre has let go.  At that kind of speed, Laurent has absolutely no
chance of retaining control, and the machine goes over, spins, slides up to the retaining wall and back to
the inside of the track, coming to rest some 50 metres from where the accident began.  Amazingly,
Laurent is completely unhurt, and while Raymond Brichet inspects the damage, he is off out to the car to
fetch a spare wheel!

From Sweden: Henry Riedel's machine

Nilgo, halfway through crashing.  No Frenchmen
were injured during the taking of this photo...
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You can also register via the Internet.  Point your browser at:
http://www.image.dk/~greven/hpvem/hpvem.htm
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Hey, look what the Flevobike posse are selling!  1998 NVHPV calendars!  The pin-up
bike for March is none other than the Editorial Kingcycle, fortunately taken from enough
of a distance that you can’t see how tatty the nose is.  And on the cover is that picture
of the Kingcycle Roadrunner from Paris a few years back, featuring Slash’s Green
Flash-shod feet!

While most people watch Messieurs Brichet and Chapuis changing Nilgo’s wheel, Sacha, aided and
abetted by your Editor and either Allert Jacobs or John Poot (one of the back-to-back tandem guys

anyway) carries out some precision engineering on the Meringue’s cockpit cover.  This involves hacking
a hole in it with a penknife.  Ymte tries the modification, and pronounces himself able to see properly.
Nilgo is now repaired, and Laurent does a few trial laps.  All seems OK, and the pair of them have another
go.  Is Laurent being cautious, or is the spare wheel slower, or is the machine more badly damaged than
just scrapes on the fairing?  We don’t know for certain, but the Frenchman manages “only” 3:50.58, while
Ymte manages 3:41.92.  So it’s first and second for the Birk team, then?  Er, no, it isn’t, actually.  It seems
that the timing system is allergic to Swiss Cheeses, and Jürg is credited with a 3:49 for second, and
Walter a 3:52 for fourth.  The first ten machines were all quicker than the winner of the 4000m pursuit in
the recent World Track Championships, while the first six were inside Chris Boardman’s world record.
The excitement over, we return to base – in spite of following an extremely strange route, the riders make
it back well before Steve and Sherri, passing the site of tonight’s instalment of U2’s PopMart Tour.  Andy
and Frank Lienhard agree that the new album is not much cop.

Robert Lafleur tries out Steve’s Wasp.  He looks confused when he returns.  When
asked why, he says that he had intended to take the bike “up to 30”, but by 28 or 29 it
seemed very hard work.  Then he twigged: “Is this thing (points to cycle computer) in
MILES???”

Tuesday July 29th

Today is the last in the velodrome, with races for an hour.  As the Organisators are worried about safety,
they are only permitting a limited number of machines on the track at once, which means that only the
fastest from the 1000m qualify to take part.  Steve and Sherri are disinclined to spend an hour imperson-
ating aerodynamic hamsters, while I quite fancied the idea, but wasn’t quick enough, chiz.  So rather than
spend the day loafing around the track, we elected to take part in the rally in the city centre.  I am indebted
to Frank Lienhard and Kees Bakker for the details of the day’s racing – see below.

I think this was the morning when there was a sort of “CLANGGG!!!!  BONGGGG!!!!”
noise coming from the vicinity of the German lads next door.  It is firmly believed that
they have been introduced to the noble sport of pan-fighting, but they are found to be
chasing wasps away from their breakfast.  With frying pans.

In the velodrome, the Swiss Cheeses have their day.  Walter Berger, clearly the team’s distance man,
takes the win, from Ymte and Jürg. Frank reported that he was distinctly unhappy at being a single lap

Why Ymte needed a hole in the roof... ...and the hole in question
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under 50 km, that Thomas Klein
had punctured – this must have
been somewhere near the end,
as he was still credited with 54.49
km – and that Ulf Krollmann man-
aged to crash his machine, but
was back underway in 30-40 sec-
onds.  Oh yes, and Laurent suf-
fered another exploding tyre, this
time after 14 laps, with similar re-
sults to the previous day.  He
didn’t restart.  And after the races
were over, Liet Heringa staged an
attack on the Ladies’ 1 hour
record, but no-one I asked
seemed to know how she got on.

There was heavy rain the week before the event, which left a large and very muddy
puddle close to the Beer-and-Sausage stand.  Two young children belonging to one
competitor have turned this into their own version of this year’s Glastonbury festival.
Then some spoilsport maintenance type came with a wheelbarrow and filled the puddle
with sand or sawdust or something.  The wheelbarrow was left behind, providing ample
opportunity for “Detective In A Wheelbarrow” japery, but we managed to resist the
temptation.

Meanwhile, many of the non-racing contingent col-
lected a sheet of dubiously-translated questions and
rode into town to attempt to answer them.  That is,
after we visited the chocolate museum…  The ques-
tions ranged from the easy to the completely im-
possible, and to make matters worse the Tourist
Office had received prior instructions not to assist
anyone suspected of having anything to do with
the Championships, chiz.  For example, “Who indi-
cates the wind direction on the top of the Town
Hall?”  It’s clearly a bloke with a bugle, but who?  I
wrote “Dizzy Gillespie”, but I’m not convinced this
was right.  “What tunes do the chimes on the Town
Hall clock play?”  You might know if you were
brought up round these parts, but we could tenta-
tively identify only one – “How Much Is That Doggie In The Window”, though another sounded a bit like
something by Simon & Garfunkel.  And “How old is the medal of Prince Peter in the window of the
Carnival Museum?”  Geoff, Fiona and I spent ages examining the entire contents of the window.  No
Prince Peter.  Finally we asked the curator.  Clearly she has already been asked this question several
times before today; “No, there is no Prince Peter, only Prince Bernhard” (huge sigh).  Enough!!  We sup
a couple of Beers and return home.  After all of which, no-one actually bothered to work out the results –
instead we all received a small model of the Dom and a rock.  The model was supposed to be glued to the
rock, but in the heat the glue had failed to stick.  “So we give you the prize in kit form!”, as one Organisator
put it.

What is this curious sight?  Frank Schwamb has a large plastic ball strapped behind
the seat of his Ostrad.  “More suspension?”, I enquire.  “No,” he replies, “we have
invented a new game – Sitzradball.  Come and play!”  We didn’t, in the end, but
apparently it’s something like handball played on recumbents…

Foreground:The Birk "Swiss Cheeses".  Background right:
Thomas Klein & BumbleBike (front) & the MagicScooter

The Twedd gets Organisated.  Note "rotating
aerodynamic devices".  Photo: Geoff Bird
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Wednesday July 30th

The 200m sprints (t.s.a.s.a.a.i.e.b (work it out yourselves)), take place on a closed section of country
road off by the river somewhere.  I reckon the only way I’d ever get to be any good at them would be if I
had to chase a Transit through the traps after it had just cut me up.  It was very hot, and for much of the
day there was little action unless you count sitting at a road junction for hours while the Organisators tried
to sort out the timing gear thus.  After one run apiece, Steve, Sherri and I make tracks for the riverside bar
discovered by some of the American contingent, for Beer and Sausages.

My suspicion that the entire event is running to a script by Vic Reeves and Bob Mortimer
continues to grow as we spot a pair of policemen near the start of the sprint course.
They have natty beige uniforms, and mopeds to match, and are immediately dubbed
the “Poldarkpolizei”.

We return in time to see the quickest streamliners
coming through.  Ymte leads from Laurent and Jürg;
the first and third placed riders improving their per-
formances on their second runs.  In the case of
Jürg, this is enough to lift him into second, while
Ymte is the only one to crack 50 mph.  Given that
the course is both narrow and tree-lined, this must
have been rather more exciting than pottering down
at 35 or so.  I’m sure Sacha will forgive me for say-
ing that I don’t reckon the Meringue is that wonder-
ful a shape, but having a power plant the size of
Ymte makes a lot of difference.  In the evening,
Miles and June Kingsbury and family appear for a
couple of days spectating en route to Italy.

We are chatting with Sacha about the results down at the business end of the sprint
course.  During this conversation, he is introduced to a new English phrase, namely
“tonsil hockey”.  A moment’s thought is followed by the collapse of Dutch party on the
pavement.  At that night’s prizegiving, he is heard explaining this expression to his
fellow countrymen-and-women.  The result is the same.  Happily, the couple whose
behaviour inspired the explanation don’t speak Dutch, as they were sitting right behind
Sacha at the time…

Thursday July 31st

Time for the long race.  At least,
that’s what was promised on the
program I received way back
when, but by now it had mutated
into a sort of tour-cum-time-trial, I
think due to the intervention of the
Poldarkpolizei.  Anyway, I dutifully
set the alarm for Early, but when
it went off, I decided that I didn’t
like the look of the day very much,
and went back to sleep.  “Are you
coming, Dave?” asked Mrs. D.
“No”, said the Editor, in his best
early morning voice, and went

back to sleep again.  Anyway, the event consisted of three laps of a 15 km circuit, with a section of 5.2 km
being timed on each lap.  The result was taken from average of the competitors’ best two times, which

Your Editor tries Ymte's C-Alleweder.
Ymte really is that big...  Photo: Geoff Bird

A solution looking for a problem?
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explains how Rudolphe Friemel and his Trice managed to average 6.2 km/h.  Or not.  Steve and Sherri
were going to take part, but then something went “SPRONGG!” on the Wasp, so they joined in the
marshalling instead.  A good move, as they were strategically located opposite a bakery.  Allert and John
rode past, then returned, parked up the tandem and dived into the shop.  On seeing the stationary
machine, divers other Dutch types did likewise, buying buns for the marshals.  Meanwhile your idle Editor
spent the day chatting with Ian Hague, designing trailers and hoping the sun would come out.  Which it
did, though not for long, and by that evening it was extremely soggy.  Just the conditions you want for
trying the Ostrad tandem.  I tried it solo – love that suspension.  Steve and Sherri tried it together, and
managed to fall off.  Bad move.  Tonight comes the Quote of the Meeting, from one of Miles’ children –
having returned from a day in town they find the tent has been less than waterproof: “Dad, my shoes are
full of water!”.

Frank Lienhard is worried when he sees Steve and Sherri on the Ostrad.  “Everyone I
know who gets a tandem starts breeding” he nearly said (I’m paraphrasing here).  “Dan’s
girlfriend is pregnant, and when she stopped riding the tandem, I took over.  My
girlfriend’s pregnant now.  And what about Ben and Brechtje?”.  “Frank, shaaaaat up!”,
as Sherri might have said.

Friday August 1st

Time for the Crit – at last some real head-to-head racing!  We’ve
heard various things about the circuit – it’s narrow, it’s twisty, it has a
12% hill in it (all true, as it turns out) – but these warnings do not
prepare us for the reality of the thing.  Not only is it all of the above,
but part of it is over a loose-surfaced path, one corner is surfaced
with brick-like items instead of tarmac, and the weather is such that
a human-powered boat might be more suitable for the course than a
bike.  Steve and Sherri immediately decide to give it a miss, and
Andy, regretting the absence of his Speedy, does likewise after drop-
ping the Kingcycle and filling the chainring guard with mud.  Which
leaves Derrick and me the only Brits in the event.  The Twedd bor-
rows Sherri’s arm pads as insurance, and states his intention of fin-
ishing fourth in the first heat, to ensure that he doesn’t reach the
final.  He promptly wins it.  Heat two goes to Ymte on a tail-faired
bike, with Sacha retiring Scared.  Walter Berger, also part-faired,
takes heat three, while Frank Lienhard crashes avoiding someone
else’s accident.  As it will take him longer to get his chain back on
than there is time left in the race, he retires.  The Editor is not entirely
sorry, as this means one fewer fully faired competitor to beat him.
The final heat has eleven riders rather than seven, with the first five
to qualify.  Allert Jacobs and John Poot win, while various others
retire.  Among them are the fully-faired Henry Riedel (insufficient
easily-selected gears for the hill) and the equally-faired Sergei
Dashevski (a crash or two).  Sadly, Tom Klein, using what appears to
be part of a BumbleBike mould with a fabric fairing (a BumbleBag?),
remains upright and ahead of me chiz; my chance of being a World

Champion is spoiled forever.  I manage to get seventh, after a race-long battle with the not-young Bernd
Bleckmann on a Bike Friday.  I’m quicker on the straights, but he’s better on the climb and in the corners,
particularly on the transition from tarmac to dirt, where most riders are using the grass anyway.

Why does Andrew Letton have such a spectacular cut on his head?  “Gunnar Fehlau
attacked me with a camera” he explains.  “Not so” retorts Gunnar.  “I was trying to take
a photo when Andrew head-butted my lens”.

Your Editor - still sixth at this
point.  Photo: Tony Hunt
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As the final draws near, we are all grateful for the arrival of Annie and Fiona, bearing gallons of hot coffee.
The final starts, and Derrick manages not to fall off – proof that the arm-pads work, but instead the
Velodynamics tries to shed its left crank.  A rapid pitstop sees it secured enough for Derrick to finish
eleventh, while That Man Sybrandy cruises home for an easy win.  If they’d had a prize for Rider With The
Most Enthusiastic Supporters, Derrick would have taken it; daughter Hannah’s cries of “Come on, Daddy!”
were taken up by most of the crowd.  The tandem manages only one lap before shedding a chain, while
sometime BHPC racer Simon Nef crashes and retires with a well grazed arm.  “If I’d known I was in third
at the time, I’d have carried on” he said later.  As the rain finally stops, the entourage returns to HQ once
more, to take part in the Geschicklichkeitsfahren, or Larry, or Riding-Into-Traffic-Cones event.  The usual
sort of format – carry two litre Coke bottles somehow while performing various tests to determine one’s

ability to turn tightly, not spill a cup
of water while riding, juggle with
tennis balls etc.  Fun to do and
more fun to watch, especially watching Steve making a complete ass
of himself trying to do it on his “Wee Bike”.  I know it’s a long way down
from the saddle to the top of a cone, but various Dutch types managed
it on unicycles.

The rumour mill hasn’t exactly been in overdrive this year, though we have heard a
couple of interesting ones.  Raymond Brichet is intending to build a new machine for
next year, and the old Nilgo will be ridden by Liet Heringa.  And another whisper says
that Peter Groeneveld is to build a full fairing for his machine.  Unlikely, says one of the
Baron brothers.  He’s more likely to stop racing altogether as he’s fed up with the
training required to maintain his legs in their huge and bulgy condition.

The final prize-giving comes around.  Only overall prizes for the crit, no class ones.  Double chiz.  We
amuse ourselves by reading some of the comments written by participants on the board provided for that
very purpose.  “Too many people with beards and Jesus sandals” says one, while another complains of
a lack of serious racing.  Sometimes you just can’t win.  Especially not when you find Dutch people whom
you previously believed to be healthy, sober and upstanding citizens drinking too much Beer and scrounging
the Editorial Marlboros.  Yes, you, Sacha and Mariëlle!  We round off the evening watching the torchlight
procession of the HP boats, whose events start in earnest on the morrow.

Saturday August 2nd

Saw some boats.  Packed up and left.  Tony Hunt has covered the aquatic stuff far more competently
than I could hope to, so that’s that.  So, it was pretty well organised, and mainly good fun, and not so wet
that anyone who didn’t come home to shoes full of water would complain that much.  But it lacked in the
type of racing that we Brits tend to prefer, and it lacked Brits too.  Next year’s Europeans are in Roskilde,
Denmark and don’t go on for the whole week, so be there!

Donaldsons And Dutch
Unicyclist In Cone Violation
Horror.  Photos: Geoff Bird
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Postscript

Sherri would never forgive me if I left this without the “Schwimmbad” gag…

Next to the riverside cycle route, on the way back to the rowing strip from the city
centre, can be found a restaurant, called something containing the word “Schwimmbad”.
Now you know, and I know, that “schwimmbad” is the German word for a swimming
pool, but the Scots Natives disagree.  They believe the eating house to be named in
honour of a certain Scottish actor, star of several early James Bond films.  The name
comes from his alleged appearance in the title role of a movie about the nautical hero
of the Arabian Nights – Schwimmbad the Shailor…

1000m
Pos o/a Pos. Name Country Time Speed
Unfaired

1 24 Kees Bakker NL 01:15.31 47.80
2 26 Michael Knapp D 01:15.95 47.40
3 30 Guido Dakowski D 01:17.43 46.49
19 62 Derrick Tweddle GB 01:27.58 41.11
29 79 Andrew Harrington GB 01:36.38 37.35
36 86 Dan Farrell GB 01:43.10 34.92

Semi Faired
1 3 Peter Groeneveld NL 01:06.69 53.98
2 5 Anne van der Bom NL 01:07.16 53.60
3 7 Koen Koevoets NL 01:07.94 52.99

Fully Faired
1 1 Laurent Chapuis F 01:03.70 56.51
2 2 Ymte Sybrandy NL 01:05.36 55.08
3 4 Jürg Birkenstock CH 01:06.76 53.92
5 11 Steve Donaldson GB 01:09.64 51.69
18 46 David Larrington GB 01:20.70 44.61

Women
1 48 Liet Heringa NL 01:21.39 44.23
2 49 Nicole Schoen D 01:21.95 43.93
3 52 Rosmarie Bühler CH 01:24.22 42.75
5 61 Sherri Donaldson AUS 01:27.46 41.16

4000 m
Po s o /a  Po s. Na m e Co u ntry T im e Sp e ed

Un fa ir ed
1 24 M ichael Knapp D 04:59.22 48.13
2 28 Kees Bak k er NL 04:59.94 48.01
3 33 Pet er Herm es D 05:12.39 46.10

17 59 Derric k Tweddle GB 06:03.47 39.62
29 76 Andrew Harrington GB 06:44.33 35.61

Se m i Fa ir ed
1 12 Pet er Groeneveld NL 04:25.25 54.29
2 13 Denis M ario Ahrens D 04:28.61 53.61
3 15 Anne van der B om NL 04:37.05 51.98

F ul ly  F a i red
1 1 Ym te Sy brandy NL 03:41.92 64.89
2 2 Jürg Bi rk ens toc k CH 03:49.84 62.65
3 3 Laurent Chapuis F 03:50.58 62.45

10 10 St eve Donalds on GB 04:17.27 55.97
18 42 David Larringt on GB 05:31.40 43.45

W om e n
1 31 Nic o le Sc hoen D 05:10.76 46.34
2 34 Ros m arie Bühler CH 05:12.46 46.09
3 35 Liet Her inga NL 05:12.64 46.06
5 55 Sherr i Donalds on AU S 05:58.67 40.15

T an d em s

1 29 Al ler t
John

Jac obs
Poot

NL 04:59.95 48.01

2 73 Jens
M att hias

Hol loc h
Hol loc h

D 06:29.01 37.02

3 74
Jonas
Ulric h

Tro jer
Tro jer

D 06:30.22 36.90

1 hour
Pos o/a Pos. Name Country Laps Distance
Unfaired

1 17 Kees Bakker NL 188 46.79
2 18 Michael Knapp D 188 46.79
3 19 Peter Hermes D 187 46.67

Semi Faired
1 8 Denis Mario Ahrens D 208 51.89
2 9 Björn Frank NL 205 51.12
3 10 Koen Koevoets NL 205 51.12

Fully Faired
1 1 Walter Berger CH 255 63.54
2 2 Ymte Sybrandy NL 252 62.97
3 3 Jürg Birkenstock CH 240 59.79

Larry
Pos. Name Country Time Penalties O/A Time

1 Frank Schwamb D 01:07.2 5 72.2
2 Otto Gravert D 01:24.8 0 84.8
3 Clemens Bucher D 01:22.1 5 87.1
11 David Larrington GB 01:46.5 5 111.5
12 Sherri Donaldson AUS 01:37.8 15 112.8
24 Steve Donaldson GB 02:10.3 25 155.3
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Long Tour
65 km, 3x5.2 km timed sections
Average of best 2 timed sections gives result
Pos o/a Pos. Name Country Speed
Unfaired

1 12 Simon Nef CH 44.84
2 13 Reiner Kurkofka D 44.79
3 17 Lars Schroeder D 43.18

Semi Faired
1 5 Michael Rüger D 49.46
2 8 Roland Stanger D 46.98
3 11 Dries Baron NL 44.84

Fully Faired
1 1 Laurent Chapuis F 56.39
2 2 Ymte Sybrandy NL 55.47
3 3 Thomas Klein D 54.58

Tandems

1 7
Allert
John

Jacobs
Poot

NL 47.45

2 22 Frank
Dan

Lienhard
Ehle

D 41.65

3 26
Jens
Matthias

Holloch
Holloch

D 39.87

200 m

Pos o/a Pos. Name Country Time1 Speed1 Time2 Speed2
Best

Speed
Unfaired

1 15 Michael Graf CH 11.695 61.56 - - 61.56
2 20 Michael Knapp D 12.402 58.06 12.587 57.20 58.06
3 22 Dirk Heinze D 14.790 48.68 12.695 56.72 56.72
29 68 Andrew Harrington GB 16.412 43.87 - - 43.87

Semi Faired
1 8 Peter Groeneveld NL 10.540 68.31 - - 68.31
2 9 Anne van der Bom NL 10.967 65.65 - - 65.65
3 12 Michael Graf CH 11.438 62.95 - - 62.95

Fully Faired
1 1 Ymte Sybrandy NL 9.098 79.14 8.439 85.32 85.32
2 2 Jürg Birkenstock CH 9.663 74.51 9.050 79.56 79.56
3 3 Laurent Chapuis F 9.110 79.03 - - 79.03
9 11 Steve Donaldson GB 11.424 63.03 - - 63.03
14 27 David Larrington GB 13.245 54.36 - - 54.36

Women
1 33 Rosmarie Bühler CH 13.943 51.64 13.529 53.22 53.22
2 47 Sherri Donaldson AUS 14.635 49.20 - - 49.20
3 55 Rosmarie Bühler CH 15.050 47.84 - - 47.84

Crit
Pos. Name Country Laps Min Sec
Race 1

1 Derrick Tweddle GB 8 20 52
2 Thomas Hogger D 8 20 56
3 Frank Schwamb D 8 21 02

Race 2
1 Ymte Sybrandy NL 9 21 13
2 Kees Bakker NL 8 20 20
3 Georg Stieda D 8 20 51

Race 3
1 Walter Berger CH 8 20 36
2 Rosmarie Bühler CH 8 20 50
3 Martin Weber D 8 20 55

Race 4

1 Allert
John

Jacobs
Poot

NL 8 20 17

2 Dries Baron NL 8 20 40
3 Simon Nef CH 8 20 44
7 David Larrington GB 8 22 22

Final
1 Ymte Sybrandy NL 10 22 10
2 Walter Berger CH 9 21 28
3 Kees Bakker NL 9 22 02
11 Derrick Tweddle GB 7 21 08
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Curborough – 21 st September 1997

Mrs. Green said that the weather in the Midlands had been thoroughly vile recently, but the day of the
annual trip to Curborough turned out to be really rather nice, and with Curborough being a generally
splendid circuit, marred only by the rough surface on the run down to the hairpin and the relatively long
trek to the pub, a good time was practically certain.

New or improved machinery?  Nigel Sleigh has
been hard at work with his pop-rivet gun and
Corriboard, and had an updated version of the Plas-
tic Maggot, which made its debut in Edinburgh, on
show.  It now has a composite nose, which was
originally part of a military pilotless target aircraft, a
ground-hugging belly pan, a more streamlined tail
and improvements to visibility and ventilation.  All
in all, it looks rather businesslike.  Geoff Bird had
the latest in the Velodynamics line, the Mark III.
Similar in appearance to its predecessors, it’s a V-
braked SWB bike, and at this stage lacked a front
gear changer and an adequate length of chain, as
it hadn’t so much as turned a wheel before the rac-
ing began.  Mike Weaver was making his first ap-
pearance since his disastrous trip to Eastway at
the start of the season; the Mikew 4 now sporting a
fin around its rear wheel.  I don’t recall seeing any-
thing else new, though one thing conspicuous by
its absence was the works Kingsbury outfit – ap-
parently the planned celebrations of Miles’ birth-
day ruled out an appearance.   Steve Donaldson,
with second place in the faired championship al-
ready secure, elected to race his unfaired Speedy,

while wife Sherri was still unable to race due to her back injury sustained in Germany.  In the absence of
the two fastest Wasps, Jonathan Woolrich was looking to gain enough points to move himself up to fourth
in the championships…

The fast race went first, for half an hour plus three
laps of the 1.24 km (according to the Editorial Cat-
Eye) circuit.  This contained all the faired runners
bar Dennis Adcock and Mrs. Editor, plus Dave
Richards, Ian Chattington and gNick Green from
the unfaired ranks.  And from a fairly early stage it
became obvious that there would be no stopping
Mike Weaver, whose all-white machine shot off into
an untroubled lead.  Behind, Jonathan soon worked
Oscar into second place, ahead of Roy
MacDonald’s Wasp.  Dave and Ian managed to
catch Roy’s tail at the start, and it was Dave who
managed to hold the tow longer; Ian falling back
behind Nigel Leaper and your Editor, behind whom
he lurked for much of the race before scarpering in

the final few laps.  Nigel Sleigh reported that the Plastic Maggot now felt a lot quicker than previously, and
was looking forward to seeing it powered by Steve Donaldson in the afternoon race.  At the rear of the
field, gNick and Paul London were together for a while, but Paul eventually blew and decided to treat the
remainder of the race as “Social Tour Part 2”, leaving the Competition Secretary a lonely ninth, probably
wishing he’d gone for the slow race instead.

Overall winner - the Mikew 4
Photo: Mr. Editor

The improved Plastic Maggot
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich

Start of the fast race
Photo: Mrs. Editor
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The slow race was an altogether more exciting affair, though most
trackside pundits tipped John Lafford to be a runaway winner.  But
as the race got underway, Roan Allen, James Shorten, Pete Cox
and Derrick Tweddle formed the leading group, with John dead last.
As the race progressed, John gradually worked his way up through
the field into the leading bunch, while further back, Steve appeared
to be having great fun on his first appearance on three wheels for a
long time, with Tim Elsdale’s Prone LP apparently glued to his rear
wheel.  Mrs. Editor assumed the lead of the Ladies’ class, but after
successfully evading the attentions of Simon Thompson and the
Pacer, she was unable to maintain her lead from the consistent Susan
Laughton on the Tchaikovski, who gradually closed the gap; Susan’s
superior acceleration and climbing ability being of more use than
Tina’s aerodynamic advantage.  Into the final three laps, and John
made a couple of attempts to get away from the rest of the lead
group, but without success.  On the run down to the hairpin on the
final lap, Pete dropped out of the back of the group, and then there
were four.  Onto the short climb approaching the finish line, and
Derrick couldn’t hold the pace, and then there were
three.  John crossed the line first, with Roan hard
underneath his tail fairing, but James was along-
side and half a length ahead of the Hummingbird.
The “official” timing gave the gaps as a second,
but in reality it was a lot closer than that, and prob-
ably the best finish we’ve seen all year.  Dave
Redknap came in sixth, with Tim giving Steve the
slip in the closing stages to be next home.  The
race between the Ladies’ contenders was as close
as the men, with Susan edging ahead on the final
climb – her win preventing Tina from taking the
championship outright, though it could still be a tie,
depending on what happens at Castle Combe.
Marcus Hunt’s second place in the Multi-track class
lifted him to within one point of Kevin Doran – ab-
sent today as the head tube on his three-wheeler is cracked.  Combining the results from the two races
put the top eight runners from the slow race ahead of Nigel Sleigh, gNick and Paul from the fast…

Time off for lunch and visiting the pub.  Sort of.  The Swan at Fradley Junction must be the only pub in
England that actively seeks to discourage customers – no food orders after 2pm, closing at 2.30, giving

Organisating the slow race
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich and his clever new camera...

Simon Thompson, contemplating
Photo: Mrs. Editor

Sprint!  John Lafford takes the win
Photo: Mr. Editor



Curborough Position Points
Overall Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH F U L M F U L M

1 20 Mike Weaver Mikew 4B F 20 42.2 26.2 1 20
2 17 Jonathan Woolrich Oscar II F 20 41.2 25.6 2 15
3 55 Roy MacDonald Wasp II F 20 40.3 25.1 3 12
4 94 Dave Richards Kestrel U 19 40.0 24.8 1 20
5 76 Nigel Leaper Low F 19 39.2 24.4 4 10
6 36 Ian Chattington Ross XLR Festina U 19 39.1 24.3 2 15
7 68 Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike F 19 38.5 23.9 5 8
8 108 John Lafford Arrow 92B U 18 37.2 23.1 3 12
9 23 James Shorten Shed U 18 37.2 23.1 4 10
10 7 Roan Allen Hummingbird U 18 37.2 23.1 5 8
11 96 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics U 18 37.0 23.0 6 6
12 14 Pete Cox Lune Low Tide U 18 36.9 22.9 7 4
13 87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 18 35.7 22.2 8 3
14 73 Tim Elsdale Prone LP U 18 35.6 22.1 9 2
15 92m Steve Donaldson Windcheetah U/M 18 35.5 22.1 10 1 1 20
16 121 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot F 17 35.5 22.0 6 6
17 44 gNick Green Peter Ilich U 17 35.4 22.0 11
18 22 Paul London Kingcycle F 17 34.0 21.2 7 4
19 54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 17 33.7 21.0 12 2 15
20 66 Dennis Adcock Faired 1 F 16 32.6 20.3 8 3
21 25 Tim Hayes Ross Low U 16 32.5 20.2 13
22 83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski U/L 16 31.6 19.7 14 1 20
23 27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg F/L 16 31.6 19.6 9 2 2 15
24 8 Ken Brown Traction Avant 2 U 16 31.0 19.3 15
25 50 Geoff Bird Velodynamics Mk III U 15 30.7 19.1 16
26 69 Simon Thompson Pacer U/M 15 30.6 19.0 17 3 12
27 0 Chris Cox Windcheetah U/M 15 30.5 18.9 18 4 10
28 5b Dennis Turner Aerobike Sprint U 15 30.0 18.7 19
29 98 Robert Turner Aerobike Sprint U 14 28.6 17.8 20
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Sprint Again!  Susan Laughton takes the win
Photo: Mr. Editor

Modified front end of Ken Brown's Traction Avant -
front wheel now further back.  Photo: Mr. Editor

Tina blackcurrant and water instead of soda.  Mis-
erable gits.  We return for the second race, to be
run for, I think, twenty minutes plus five laps, on a
circuit excluding the long run down to the hairpin.
Careful examination shows it to be feasible to run
it clockwise, giving an interesting corner just after
the start.  Particularly interesting for the three-
wheelers, with Marcus frequently waving a front
wheel at the crowd and Steve nearly bouncing his
head off the road.  Steve?  Yes, the Black-Bearded
Criminal has proved too large to fit into the Plastic
Maggot, so instead the hot seat has been filled by
Paul London, who appears to be having a thor-
oughly good time inside.  We thought that Roy
would walk away with the race, being the only seri-
ous faired contender, but Dave Richards and Ian
Chattington romped away from the field, with Ian
taking the win with a Walter Ising-style bellow as
he crossed the line and went flying down towards
the far end of the circuit.  Mike Weaver, riding his
unfaired bike, came in third, with the balance of the
results being unknown.  Meanwhile…  the Plastic
Maggot has no foot openings, nor bomb doors, nor
anything else to allow Paul to come to a graceful
halt.  He too goes flying down towards the far end
of the track, but on the opposite side of the cones from Ian (not to mention a few others who have done
likewise).  A head-on collision ‘twixt Festina and Maggot is narrowly avoided…

A good day!
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Curborough Fast
Position Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH

1 20 Mike Weaver Mikew 4B F 20 42.2 26.2
2 17 Jonathan Woolrich Oscar II F 20 41.2 25.6
3 55 Roy MacDonald Wasp II F 20 40.3 25.1
4 94 Dave Richards Kestrel U 19 40.0 24.8
5 76 Nigel Leaper Low F 19 39.2 24.4
6 36 Ian Chattington Ross XLR Festina U 19 39.1 24.3
7 68 Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike F 19 38.5 23.9
8 121 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot F 17 35.5 22.0
9 44 gNick Green Peter Ilich U 17 35.4 22.0
10 22 Paul London Kingcycle F 17 34.0 21.2

Curborough Slow
Position Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH

1 108 John Lafford Arrow 92B U 18 37.2 23.1
2 23 James Shorten Shed U 18 37.2 23.1
3 7 Roan Allen Hummingbird U 18 37.2 23.1
4 96 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics U 18 37.0 23.0
5 14 Pete Cox Lune Low Tide U 18 36.9 22.9
6 87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 18 35.7 22.2
7 73 Tim Elsdale Prone LP U 18 35.6 22.1
8 92m Steve Donaldson Windcheetah U/M 18 35.5 22.1
9 54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 17 33.7 21.0
10 66 Dennis Adcock Faired 1 F 16 32.6 20.3
11 25 Tim Hayes Ross Low U 16 32.5 20.2
12 83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski U/L 16 31.6 19.7
13 27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg F/L 16 31.6 19.6
14 8 Ken Brown Traction Avant 2 U 16 31.0 19.3
15 50 Geoff Bird Velodynamics Mk III U 15 30.7 19.1
16 69 Simon Thompson Pacer U/M 15 30.6 19.0
17 0 Chris Cox Windcheetah U/M 15 30.5 18.9
18 5b Dennis Turner Aerobike Sprint U 15 30.0 18.7
19 98 Robert Turner Aerobike Sprint U 14 28.6 17.8

Castle Combe – 5 th October 1997

Two things:

1. I reckon that Castle Combe is the fastest track currently used for a BHPC Championship event.
2. Someone has come up with a faster Wasp, and his name isn’t Kingsbury.

Another nice day, and less thoroughly windy than last year.  We really seem to have got lucky with the
weather for the final couple of races, and this was perhaps reflected in the substantial turn-out.  There
was little new on show, but one or two changes to the usual rider / machine combinations.  With the
unfaired Championship having fallen into the clutches of Dave Richards long ago, Ian Chattington was
treating himself to his annual outing on a faired machine, in this case Roy MacDonald’s Kingcycle.  As the
Editorial posse arrived, he was having it prodded by the Men From The Factory; “it wobbles a bit”, said
he.  “That’s nothing” retorted Tina, “mine wobbles a LOT!!”.  It does, too, to the extent that afterwards
Miles took it away to poke at length.  Meanwhile, with Ian going faired, James Shorten had taken over the
Chattington Ross for the day – I think he said that the frame on the Shed had broken.  John Lafford had
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brought out the trike he ran unfaired at Herne Hill, now fitted with a
mainly wooden body with negligible ground clearance, as well as his
usual bike, only without the tail box this time.  Fiona Grove was tak-
ing part in her first Championship race, on the Mark III Velodynamics
which had its first outing at Curborough a fortnight ago.  Phil Skoyles
has now painted his tail-faired low bike (in a particularly bilious shade
of custard yellow – I only referred to it as the “Mean ‘n’ Not Green”
before, Phil, because it didn’t have a name on the signing-on sheet…),
while Phil Wray returned with his part-faired Kingcycle, last seen at
Eastway.  Also seen for the first time in a while were Paul Davies
and his Shadow fully-faired three-wheeler, and Reg Turner’s Ross.
Anna Jenkins returned to the Ladies’ competition, equipped as be-
fore with a Kingcycle with a nose but no tail, and there was also a
youngster on a Kingcycle, who appears not to have signed on, hence
I don’t know who you are.  Among the unfaired trikes, Marcus Hunt
had only to finish to clinch the Championship, as Kevin Doran’s White
Knight was still out of action. Instead, Kevin was down to ride the
latest incarnation of Jonathan Woolrich’s prototype two-wheeler, while
Mike Bishop showed up with his arm-powered M5 three-wheeler,
but declined to take part in the first race…

…which Mr. Competition Secretary Green decided would be run for
an HOUR, on account of the size of the circuit.  Some swift indoctri-
nation of lap-scorers ensued (thanks to one and all), and then the
flag fell.  Exeunt omnes.  Various of us tried to stay with Roy down
the straight and through Quarry Corner, but when I arrived at the
latter at somewhere in excess of 35 mph, it felt as though as I was
about to run out of road, and thus the Masked Man was able to make
good his escape.  Otherwise I’d have had him…  OK, maybe not; I
was rapidly passed by Steve Slade, Nigel Leaper, Jonathan Woolrich,
Paul Davies and Ian Chattington.  This was perhaps my chance to
get a tow off Ian – the reverse of what seems to have been happen-
ing more often than not this year – but while I was able to stay on his
tail round the back of the course, as soon as we reached the down-
hill-and-with-the-wind start / finish straight, he was able to pull away
while I ran out of gears.  A couple of laps later, a red and white
device came past.  It couldn’t be!  Could it??  It was – Nigel Sleigh
was able to show the Plastic Maggot’s full potential, unsuspected

around the twists of Curborough.  Regular followers of the BHPC racing scene will be aware that the
natural order of things is for your editor to finish well ahead of Nigel – I am, after all, quite a lot younger –
but I couldn’t do a damn’ thing as he went away in hot pursuit of Ian.  And that’s how it stayed, for me at

any rate, a lonely eighth place relieved only by hav-
ing Iain James’ hi-tail Kingcycle and Tim Elsdale’s
Prone LP on my tail for a short time.  Amongst the
unfaired runners, I got ahead of Dave Richards at
the start and spent much of the next fifty-nine min-
utes waiting for him to show up in the mirror, but he
didn’t appear.  He still took his seventh victory of
the season, though, so it wasn’t all bad news.
Somewhere behind him, Miles Kingsbury was run-
ning well in, I think, second place, and looking as
though he stood a good chance of lifting fourth in
the Championship, but retired after about 45 min-
utes with general knackerdom.  As gNick has the
results at the time of writing, I’m not sure who ended
up second, as at some point during the race, James

Mike Bishop & M5
Photo: Brian Dalton

Paul Davies' Shadow
Photo: Dave Editor

John Lafford's Arrow trike
Photo: One or other Editorial Type
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Shorten clipped the rear wheel of Peter Ilich and
brought both himself and gNick down.  There was
a fair-sized bunch of unfaired people somewhere a
little further back (I think), involving a bike-handed
John Lafford, Dave Redknap and Pete Cox, and
possibly one or two others, but sorting these
placings out will have to wait until gNick forwards
the results…

Among the Ladies, Tina, Susan and Anna were
together the first time I came past them, in a bunch
with Phil Wray, but as the race progressed, Anna
dropped off the back and Susan escaped from Phil
and Tina at least temporarily when the above
Lafford-Redknap-Cox group came past.  But she
was unable to stay away, and rejoined Phil and Tina
until the very end, when she sprinted away for her second succcessive first place.  The win moved her up
to equal second in the Championship.  Meanwhile, at the front of the race, all was not going according to
the script.  The second time Steve Slade came past, Nigel Leaper was quite close behind.  The third time
they came by, Nigel was hot on the Wasp’s tail, and moved ahead in the final laps to take a well-deserved
win.  Steve was heard to blame it on the digging he’d been doing the previous day.  I’m not sure about
average speeds, but I reckon I managed over 27 mph in being outclassed, so <FX: headscratching,
sound of power sander>, they must have been doing about 33.  Certainly a baptism of fire for Fiona, who
demanded Geoff take her to the pub NOW!

Lunch is taken – Pete Cox says the apple pie and
custard from the café is very nice - and eventually
we line up for race 2 – 20 minutes plus one lap.
Though not before Ian and Susan have launched
an air strike with their compressed-air rocket
(charge up PET bottle from track pump until the
connection gives way, take cover somewhere up-
wind) and Slash has tried the Plastic Maggot for
size.  “How fast?”, we ask.  “It said 80 km/h on the
straight, but I wasn’t going flat out because of the
wind” says Little Stevie.  Pause for thought…  In
the second race, Ian Chattington is shoe-horned
into the innards of the Maggot, leaving Nigel to run
his Leaper.  John Lafford elects to try his trike, while
Tina borrows John’s bike – later she will pronounce
the seat to be “Heaven compared with the
Kingcycle”.  And Dave Redknap has a most un-
likely-looking addition to the front end of his bike, a
papier-mâché nose constructed from recycled cop-
ies of “Motor Cycle News”.  Once again, Slash is
well beaten, this time by Ian, who also managed to
wind the thing up to v > 50 mph on the straight.  We
had a nice little group going, me on the front and
tailed by Dave Richards, gNick, Iain James, Tim
Elsdale and I think Paul London, but Dave went
and spoiled things by taking the lead and upping
the pace by 2 mph.  One by one we all fell off the
back, until the very last lap, when a voice from a
passing Maggot proved to be Ian C shouting “this
is it!”.  I put on a spurt to at least to try to catch Nigel
Sleigh, who had earlier demonstrated the Leaper’s

Dave Redknap - in the news at last...
Photo: Dave

Ian Willett's Ironing Board
Photo: Me

Tim Elsdale's Prone LP
Photo: Brian Dalton (at Herne Hill, but who cares?)
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Castle Combe 1 Hour + 1 lap 3 km / lap Position Points
Overall Number Name Vehicle Class Laps F U L A M F U L A M

1 76 Nigel Leaper Low F 18 1 20
2 11 Steve Slade Wasp II F 18 2 15
3 17 Jonathan Woolrich Oscar II F 18 3 12
4 55 Roy MacDonald Wasp II F 17 4 10
5 18 Paul Davies Shadow F 17 5 8
6 36f Ian Chattington Roy's McKingcycle F 16 6 6
7 121 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot F 16 7 4
8 68 Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike F 15 8 3
9 94 Dave Richards Kestrel U 15 1 20
10 40uf Iain James Banana U 14 2 15
11 73 Tim Elsdale Prone LP U 14 3 12
12 22 Paul London Kingcycle F 13 9 2
13 23 James Shorten Ian's Ross U 13 4 10
14 87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 13 5 8
15 14 Pete Cox Lune Low Tide U 13 6 6
16 108 John Lafford Arrow 92b U 13 7 4
17 44 gNick Green Peter Ilich U 13 8 3
18 25 Tim Hayes Ross Low U 13 9 2
19 66 Dennis Adcock Faired 1 F 13 10 1
20 19 Reg Turner Speed Ross U 12 10 1
21 54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 12 11 1 20
22 5 Phil Wray Kingcycle F 12 11
23 83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski U/L 12 12 1 20
24 27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg F/L 12 12 2 15
25 89 Anna Jenkins Kingcycle F/L 11 13 3 12
26 33 Phil Skoyles Mean 'n' Not Green U 11 13
27 50 Geoff Bird Velodynamics Mk II U 11 14
28 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics Mk III U/L 10 15 4 10
29 13 Brian Dalton Trice U/M 10 16 2 15
30 90 Kevin Doran Woolrich Prototype A/U 5 17 1 20

DNF 110 Miles Kingsbury Wasp U 12
DNF Z The Kingcycle Kid Kingcycle U 7

excellent aerodynamics by passing the whole lot of us.  We were pedalling hard, while he was freewheel-
ing…  Anyway, my last-ditch effort worked, and I’d made up enough ground on Dave to encourage me to
try to catch him as well.  Which I managed just before the last corner.  Which was nice.  I suspect, though,
that Dave was either not trying or had fallen asleep. No-one was doing any scoring, so where this left me,
or anyone else, I don’t know.  Sorry. Honourable mention to Mike Bishop who propelled the M5 at a speed
which worried several of the leg-powered competitors.

So the Plastic Maggot was the real star of the day, the Championships are all settled and we can go home
and design new machines, scheme demon tweaks or rob the bank for next year.  Huge thanks to all the
eighty-odd of you who have raced this year, and congratulations to Kevin Doran, Steve Slade, Sherri
Donaldson, Marcus Hunt and Dave Richards for winning their respective classes.  Home Builders, New-
comers and Unfortunate Scotsman trophy winners to be revealed in due course…

Wasp variations
Left: Roy MacDonald

Right: Nigel Sleigh
Photos: Brian Dalton
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1 90 Kevin Doran
White Knight

Woolrich Prototype 0 20 20 0 20 20 20 20 0 20 140 0 140

1 11 Steve Slade Wasp I I 20 20 20 20 20 20 15 20 0 15 170 30 140
2 92 Steve Donaldson Wasp II 15 15 15 15 15 0 20 15 0 0 110 0 110
3 76 Nigel Leaper Low 12 6 8 0 0 15 8 0 10 20 79 0 79
4 55 Roy MacDonald Wasp II 10 8 10 10 12 12 10 10 12 10 104 28 76

5 17 Jonathan Woolrich
Oscar II

W indcheetah
0 12 0 12 6 0 12 0 15 12 69 0 69

6 68 Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike 4 3 12 6 8 8 0 12 8 3 64 6 58

7 121 Nigel Sleigh
Wasp

CabinCycle Plug
Plas tic Maggot

2 1 4 4 3 1 6 6 6 4 37 4 33

8 22 Paul London Kingcyc le 3 0 0 0 0 4 3 8 4 2 24 0 24
9 51 Tim Costen Kingcyc le 8 4 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 22 0 22
10 20 Mike Weaver Mikew 4B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 20 0 20
11 49 Neil Marshall Kingcyc le 0 0 0 8 10 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 18
11 24 Sherri Donaldson Kingcyc le 1 0 6 3 4 0 4 0 0 0 18 0 18
13 86 Yan Sheen Windcheetah 6 6 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 16
13 27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg 0 0 0 1 2 6 0 5 2 0 16 0 16
15 66 Dennis Adcock Faired 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 2 0 3 1 11 0 11
16 18 Paul Davies Shadow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 0 8
17 36f Ian Chattington Roy's McKingcycle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 6
18 40f Iain James Banana 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
18 89 Anna Jenk ins Kingcyc le 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
20 5 Phil Wray Kingcyc le 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 24 She rri Dona ldson Kingcycle 20 20 20 20 20 0 20 0 0 0 120 0 120

2 83 Susan Laughton
Kingcyc le

Tchaikovski
12 12 15 15 0 15 15 15 20 20 139 24 115

2 27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg 15 15 0 12 15 20 0 20 15 15 127 12 115
4 89 Anna Jenk ins Kingcyc le 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 12 24 0 24
5 4 Anne Coulson Kingcyc le 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 12 0 12
6 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics Mk III 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 0 10

1 54 Marcus Hunt Windchee tah 15 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 15 20 90 0 90
2 90 Kevin Doran White Knight 0 12 15 0 8 15 6 20 0 0 76 0 76
3 52 Tim Hayes Trice 12 0 0 15 15 0 0 0 0 0 42 0 42
4 15 Andy Harrington Windcheetah 0 0 0 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 40
5 67 Tim Clarkson Trice 0 0 0 12 10 0 12 0 0 0 34 0 34
6 13 Brian Dalton Trice 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 30 0 30
7 16 John Milburn Milburn 0 0 0 10 12 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 22
8 92m Steve Donaldson Windcheetah 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 20 0 20
8 2b Dave Harwood Windcheetah 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 20 0 20
8 108t John Lafford Arrow Trike 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 20 0 20
8 30 Stephen King Bikefix Test 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 20
8 0 Chris  Cox Windcheetah 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 10 0 20 0 20
13 77 Jon Coulson Windcheetah 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 15 0 15
14 69 Simon Thompson Pacer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 12 0 12
15 40 Iain James Slug 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 10
16 8b Ronald Dewhirs t Trice 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 8 0 8

Arm-Pow ered

Fa ired

Ladies

Multi-Track
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1 94 Dave Richards
Sun Machine III

Kestrel
20 15 15 20 20 20 20 0 20 20 170 30 140

2 36 Ian Chattington Ross XLR Festina 15 0 20 15 15 15 15 20 15 0 130 15 115
3 44 gNick Green Peter Ilich 10 12 2 10 10 3 12 12 0 3 74 5 69

4 108 John Lafford Arrow 92B
Arrow Trike

0 20 0 0 0 12 0 0 12 4 48 0 48

5 110 Miles Kingsbury Wasp 0 0 0 12 12 0 0 15 0 0 39 0 39
6 14 Pete Cox Lune Low Tide 0 0 10 0 0 0 8 10 4 6 38 0 38
7 7 Roan Allen Hummingbird 1 8 8 0 0 4 0 0 8 0 29 0 29

8 96 Derrick Tweddle
Fast Donkey

Velodynamics
4 0 0 8 6 0 0 0 6 0 24 0 24

8 73 Tim Elsdale Prone LP 0 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 12 24 0 24

10 40uf Iain James
Slug

Banana
0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 15 23 0 23

11 25 Tim Hayes
Ross Low

Trice
0 0 0 2 4 0 6 8 0 2 22 0 22

11 23 James Shorten
Dipbis
Shed

Ian's Ross
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 10 10 22 0 22

13 87 Dave Redknap Quadras 0 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 8 18 0 18
13 53 René Meek Speed Ross 8 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 18
15 8 Ken Brown Traction Avant 2 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 15 0 15
16 74 Matt Norman Prone LP 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 12
16 42 Simon Nef Birk 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 12
16 15 Andy Harrington Windcheetah 0 0 0 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 12
19 2b Dave Harwood Windcheetah 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 10 0 10
19 116 Mark Timbrell Kingcycle 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 10 0 10

21 83 Susan Laughton
Kingcycle

Tchaikovski
0 0 0 3 0 0 3 3 0 0 9 0 9

22 57 Paul Morantz Kingcycle 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 7
23 5b Dennis Turner Aerobike Sprint 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 6 0 6
23 32 Richard Everett Kingcycle 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 6
25 99b Neil Coles Ross XLR Festina 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 5 0 5
25 54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
27 137 Ian Willett Ironing Board II 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3
27 98 Robert Turner Aerobike Sprint 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 3 0 3
27 67 Tim Clarkson Trice 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3
27 16 John Milburn Milburn 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3
27 12 Chris Nason Blast 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3
32 47 Terry Power Inversion 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
32 29 Martyn Kemp Doober Jolly 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
34 92m Steve Donaldson Windcheetah 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

34 90 Kevin Doran
White Knight

Woolrich Prototype
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

34 19 Reg Turner Speed Ross 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
37 Z The Kingcycle Kid Kingcycle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 8b Ronald Dewhirst Trice 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 33b Dean Swift Kingcycle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 99 Moosie Esspresso Kickcycle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 91 Ian Manders DIY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unfaired
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37 88 Tony Herbert Kingcycle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 80 Paul Craig Kingcycle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 77 Jon Coulson Windcheetah 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 70 Peter Little Spot 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 69 Simon Thompson Pacer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 65 John Linwood Kingcycle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 64 Andy Jaggs Excalibur 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 50 Geoff Bird Velodynamics Mk II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 37 Paul See Kingcycle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 34 Fiona Grove Velodynamics Mk III 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 33 Phil Skoyles Mean 'n' Not Green 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 30 Stephen King Bikefix Test 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 13 Brian Dalton Trice 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 9 Matt Fretton Vision 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 6 John Olson Square Peg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 4 Anne Coulson Kingcycle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 3 Richard Middleton Green Bicycle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 2 Aarn Tate Arc 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 1 Mark Titchener Arc 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 0 Chris Cox Windcheetah 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unfaired continued

"Arm-Powered Albert"
Photo & Trophy:  Tina Larrington



Peter Ross, Crystal Engineering, Unit 1A Jubilee Wharf, Commercial Road,
Penryn, Cornwall TR10 8AQ

Phone / Fax 01326 378848
e-mail: tricehpv@globalnet.co.uk

WWW: http://www.cycling.co.uk/bikeshop
We supply the Trice recumbent tricycle, SpeedRoss recumbent bicycle and Festina XLR Low
Racer, with then GEM Sociable recumbent tricycle and Compact Tandem to follow.  All ma-
chines are available as framesets, and a wide range of accessories is also availeble:

Trice Now with 20x1.75 HP front / 26x1.95 rear tyres (20x1-3/8 / 700c optional), Shimano
Deore LX components. £1599 Frameset:  £1299

Sachs Trice Trice fitted with 30cc Sachs motor for powered assistance.  Maximum speed with power
assist 15mph, adds about 10kg £2100

Electric Trice Fitted with TGA electric motor.  Can be ridden without helmet, driving licence, tax or
insurance by anyone over 13. £TBA

Speed Ross Choice of above-seat or under-seat steering, choice of Shimano Deore LX or Shimano
STX components. LX:  £875

STX:  £825 Frameset:  £675.
Festina XLR Possibly the fastest unfaired recumbent in the UK.  Tail fairing available. £1100

Unpainted Frameset with front & rear wheels: £800
HPV's for the disabled available to special order - please call for details.
Build your own - plans for all models available £65
Rear fairing / luggage box, 120 litre capacity £295
Full fairing (GRP nose & nylon body) £400
Many other accessories (too numerous to list here - Ed) available.  Orders accepted with £200 deposit
(£150 for Speed Ross), delivery £25.  All prices include VAT.

Suppliers & W ants

Advertising rates for the body of this magazine: Full page £30.00
Half page £15.00

Approximately 450-500 copies of each issue are printed.  Entries in the "Suppliers and Wants" section
are free, and should not be lifted from the transcript of the O.J. Simpson trial.  We'll gladly do you one as
big and glossy as the size and production techniques of this magazine permit; please take out an advert
at the above rates.

Oliver Zechlin’s 1997 HPV CD-ROM  is now available in the UK.

Today’s most comprehensive electronic archive about Human Powered Vehicles includes pictures,
texts, video clips and homepages about recumbent bicycles, waterbikes, railbikes, and aircraft.

18 pounds including P and P.

Contact: Richard Loke, 61 Mulberry Close, Cambridge, CB4 2AS
Phone 01954 261557  or e-mail richard.loke@analysys.co.uk
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Valley Cycles, Wellingborough, Northants.
Phone 01933 271030

are now importing the CHALLENGE HURRICANE SWB recumbent bicycle.
Range of options include Sachs 3x7 gears, Magura Hydraulic brakes.
All models have rear suspension. Prices from: £1100



Miles Kingsbury 01494 524004 / 450414
KINGCYCLE recumbent Holder of the World 1 Hour Record for 4 years with the Bean

A quality and race-proven machine equally suited for commuting and touring.  There are many accesso-
ries available, including nose and tail fairings and a pattern for a cloth fairing.  Also available: wheel discs,
headrest, touring carriers.

Kingcycle complete with 21 speed indexing Sach 'New Success'
Groupset & Sturmey-Archer hub brakes  £1380 inc. VAT
As above but with Magura hydraulic brakes  £1500 inc. VAT
Frameset, for owner to fit with parts of choice    £820 inc. VAT
Front suspension supplied with the above    £246 inc. VAT
Rims for 450A & 24" tyres  £18.50 inc. VAT

Ask for details of the many other accessories

Simon Gershon, Orbit Cycles, Unit 18, City Road Trading Estate, 295 City
Road, Sheffield S2 5HH

Phone 0114 275 6567
Fax 0114 270 1016

e-mail: orbit@legend.co.uk
WWW: http://www.orbit-cycles.co.uk

Orbit Crystal recumbent bicycle, Shimano Deore LX components, under-seat or above seat steering.
£795 Frameset: £575

Rear rack add £20 Rear mudguard add £8

Orbit cycles are available from many dealers nationwide.  In addition, you may visit our Sheffield factory
on alternate Saturdays between the start of May and the end of August - please call a few days in
advance to confirm that we are open!  We also offer a cycle hire scheme, for approximately £40-50 per
week - again, please call for details.  All prices include VAT.

Patrick Shaw, Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East
Sussex, RH18 5EE - New & s/h machines

Phone 01342 822847
STREETGLIDER - SWB with underseat Frameset: £795 inc. VAT
steering, 531 Longstaff frame with negative Complete bike from: £1350 inc. VAT
rake forks.

VISION RECUMBENT - The only convertible SWB / LWB in the UK.
Complete bike from:     £995 inc. VAT

SPARES: Tyres: 500A Michelin - £7.50 450A - £6.95.
HP tubes: 500x28A Michelin - £3.50 Swallow 500A/20" - £3.00

450/18" - £3.00
P&P add £0.50 per tube, £1.00 per tyre, to a maximum of £5.00.Credit cards welcome.
We also handle European subscriptions for "Recumbent Cyclist News" (RCN).  RCN is 100% dedicated
to promoting recumbent bicycles and providing and encouraging communications between HPV enthusi-
asts, home-builders, dealers and commercial recumbent manufacturers.  Annual subscription £25.95
(six issues).  "A rather fine publication "- Ed.
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Highpath Engineering - Chris Bell / Dave Wrath-Sharman
Phone 01570 470035

Custom milled chainrings - Any size, any shape.  Custom freewheels - 5 speed, 6 speed, 6 compact, 7
speed, 8 speed, 8 compact.  Freehub sprockets - Any size, alloy or steel.  Also CNC machining, frame
building and the undertaking of design work.



<Custom=Folder>, PO Box 15174, Glasgow G4 9LW
Dave Holladay Phone / Fax 0141 332 4733

offers a variety of interesting goodies, including:
Primo 37-349 tyres £14.95 + £1.50 p&p

Dave can now also supply Primo 37-451 tyres and is investigating the sourcing of other items including
IBC hydraulic brakes, small size Salmon mudguards, suspension forks etc.

Seat Of The Pants Co. PO Box 5, Sale, Cheshire M33 4AP
Phone / Fax 0161 976 5662

Offers the following models:

The Burrows Windcheetah "Coolest Recumbent of Show", Interbike 1996 -
Robert Bryant, Recumbent Cyclist News £2,200 + VAT

The Pickup Will carry half a Brox with ease! £1,400 + VAT
The Velocità All-aluminium Sports / Touring SWB, with front

suspension as standard.  Now being
manufactured by The Seat Of The Pants Co. £1,540 + VAT

Copenhagen Pedersen We are now the UK importers.  Prices start at
around: £1,400

Recumbent Shorts Designed by Andy Wilkinson for his epic Lands
End - John O'Groats record-breaking ride.  The
only UK shorts made specifically for recumbent
riders.  Real chamois insert.  S/M/L £35.35 + £2.50 p&p

Greenspeed, 69 Mountain Gate Drive, Ferntree Gully, VIC 3156,
Australia.

Phone +61 3 9758 5541
Fax +61 3 9752 4115

e-mail: greenshp@ozemail.com.au
WWW: http://www.ihpva.org/com/Greenspeed/

Greenspeed trikes are designed for touring, commuting, racing, or just having fun.  The have
been well tested on Outback Australia Tours, are world renowned for their handling qualities,
and have been successful in HPV racing.

GTR 20/20 Touring Trike, 63 speed, Sachs drums, rack, etc. A$3,500
GTR Sports Tourer Trike, 24 or 42 speed, Sachs Quarz, etc. A$4,200
GTT Tandem Trike, 63 speed, Sachs hydraulic discs, etc. A$6,000

Frame kits, plans and parts (e.g. kingpins) available.  Write, fax, e-mail, phone or visit for free informa-
tion package.
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Tiptree Designs (incorporating Els Tees), Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue,
Tiptree, Colchester, Essex, CO5 0NR

Phone 01621 0815476
"Hand Painted T-Shirts to the Nobility and Richard in Blackpool"

Bicycling Books, 309 / 311 Horn Lane, London W3 0BU
Phone 0181 993 3484

"Possibly the greatest stock of bicycling books in the entire world" - ex-Ed



Small Adz...

Sandy Menzies, 96 Galbraith Drive, Milngavie, Glasgow G62 6NE
Phone 0141 956 3057

For sale: Medium Kingcycle, rear fairing, brand new front fairing, Magura brakes, SPD's, new chain.
  £800

Middleburn Cycle Technology, Chris Dodman
Phone 01420 22995

In addition to their range of cranks and hubs, there are also chainrings.  The largest for each type are:
Compact drive (94mm PCD) 48T
Standard MTB (110mm PCD) 52T
Road (130mm PCD) 62T

Larger chainrings can be manufactured in small batches.
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John Olson, Penwarne Barton, Mawnan Smith, Falmouth, Cornwall, TR11
5PH

Daytime phone: 01326 313326
Weekend/evening phone: 01326 250753

email: john_olson@falolccc.demon.co.uk
I'm looking for anyone who purchased a Windcheetah kit from Mike Burrows and never got around to
finishing it.  Turn that box of aluminium bits into cold hard cash...

Judith Pilawa
Phone: 01437 563911

Slipstream recumbent tricycle, very little used. £1200
TGA electric motor kit with chain drive, never used.  Includes 20" alloy drive wheel.
Suitable for power trailer.   £240
Sachs Super 7 hub gear built into 26" alloy wheel, nearly new.   £140

The independent recumbent magazine for commuters, tourists, randonneurs and anyone else who
owns or covets a recumbent. Each issue includes news, technical columns, product tests, completely
unreasonable opinions, a 3 month guide to events, a UK source guide, sales & wants, a dealer guide
and much much more.

                                Trial issue : £2.50
                                1 Year Subscription (4 issues) : £9.00

Recumbent UK

The Laurels
Church Hill
Olveston BS12 3BZ

Sales & Wants/Events listings are freeeeee����.��
send in your name,telephone number, area/country and the details.
Second Issue : Feb / March 1998

Recumbent UK
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